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Attention, Perception, and Intelligence

Lynn A. Cooper and Dennis T. Regan

Our goal in prepring this chapter has been to isolate basiC

attei4.ional and perceptual contributions to intelligence. Relating the
45'

.concepts of "attention," "perception,," and "intelligence"'at either

empirical ar theoretical levels,has not been an easy task. ,The notion -
p

that atteptionaLandserceptual capabilities-might,deterMine in'ig--

eificant ways oferall intellectUal ability has' n alive.since,the:,

early. days of sxoteihtic intelligence .testing fs e, tot eaple,f ;. ..

... t'
. c , .. 0. \. , k -

. , .,.
' Spearman,.1927; Thurstohe, 19381:; And; mais.. ;salpehview_has been one of ,* 1.

- .. , , %

. . . -' :. . . , ' , e I . ...

I\the essential premi6e? Underlying414,recentphcimuch hetalde0 urn-
r `'e ... 4 . .,` . , . - ., . -

ificatipn%Of cognitive andedifferential apprpaches to the sehly.of

4

..

°' hugan. intelligence (Carroll 197e , ,

' ,...

',. / 2. , , , : . f
It ,

..-S .^ ". 'N . . ". f , : .... ,. ' 9
d, ' a

Npnethelbss, providing a'synthesis 'of thete.threp psychological
r

- ..

concepts has been difficult; at best. .mac problem that we have en-
k

-: ''- .

-countered is the lack of consensus in either the cognitive or the '

i...
.

differeutial,literatre concerning the meaning of the concepts of

"attention," "perceppon," and "intelligence." A discussibii of

alternative conceptualizations of the nature ot attention, perception,

and intelligence within cognitive psychology 4 beyond the scope--6f

this paper. Suffice it to,s4s&ay that some theorists have regarded
'

q,attention as a filtering mechanism (e.g.; Broadbent, 1958) while others
.r.

maky'reference to a limited-capacity pqol of information-processing
"i

4
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resourcele.g.,- Norman & Bobrow, 1975). Still others view attention
.

as skill, modifiable through practice Ce.g.,.Neisstr, 1976). The

. '
.

,

nature of perception is also a matter of some debate, with one approach .

T.
emphasizing tie direct pick-up of environmental information (el.g.,Gib-

son, 1966), and'other approachps regarding perception as the outcome

of a sequence of internal information-processing stages (e.g., Rumelhart,

1977). The nature of intelligence is probably the most controversial

of the three conce , and Stevnberg(this. volume) summarizes alternative

attemptsfkat arAfinitAn.
.

The view of the huMan organism that we adopt (and one that is
.

., -

, \...... .1,

.

currently popular iitlinn cognitive psychology] A. Of a^ System tor:proces-

sing. and transforming environmental informirion, with componentsub--

procees beipg highly interactive and-interdependent; rather than strictly

'
. equentialand independent. This interactive view of the informatiOn,

. . , ,

processing system pose4 another problem for any' analysis of attentional
, .0 ,

and.perceptual contributiOns to intelligence. Under this'accounit it iss

.

difficult to isOlate.)u$t where, in the Information- processing sequence

attentional and perceptual factors most significantly influence.intel-

ligen1 behavior and where "higher-level" cognitive andememorial factors

begin to provide more powerful contributions to intelligence..
t

he'have not atxempted to solve these problems in this paper.

Rather, our strategy chas'cOnsisted of carefully delimiting the areas of

research and theory that we consider. For purposes of the present dis- .

cussion, we hltre regarded as essentially synonymous '"intelligen4", and
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/
measures 'of ability on which individuals differ. We 4ve'defined

"attentional" anti "perceptual" 4erations as tosellowest-level pro:

cdsses%that might contribute f6 such abillit), differenceg. Our discus-

sion neeessaril). includes reference t15 NPtlain cognitive operations

that mightinottragitionally be regarded as aetentional or perceptual

in nature. However, we hatve tried'to alold consideration of issues

that clearly Involve higher-level operations Such as learning and

iroblem-solving_

The overall structure of the chapter contains two major'sections.

In the- fist, we summarize and ),evaluate resArchthathas tried to

uncover basic information-processing skills that account for individual. -

differences in psychometric measures of ability. Thia work is the

product of the recent effort to link cognitive and differential approaches

to the study of individual differences in Lntelligence. We conclude that

this attempt to isolate infor4tibn-processing correlates of ability

diffetences,he,met with mixed success. In particular, -information-

processing meatures_thSto 45tinguish more from less'able people often,

account for only a small portion of the variance in the ability differences.

In the second major section of the chapter, we consider the possibility

that more flexible aspects of cognitive functioning may make mere substan-

tial contributions to individual differences in intelligence than do basic
_ 4

information-erecessing skills. The additional sources of individual,dif-

. .

ferences that we consider in this second section include strategies--or

procedures for organizing cognitive processes--and attentional factors.

7
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We conclude with a general evaluation of the work that we review, and we

outline Met we see as promising and productive directibns for 'future
- .4..

research.
.

- Basic Information-Processing Skills

Underlying Psychometric Measures of Abilityf

N

It is a generally accepted view in cognitive psychology that a ility

QT intelligence reflects both a person's knowledge of the world and some

more basic, general set of skills for p rocessing information 'that does

not depend en the:content,of the informatioh being processed,. Much f

,

the thrust of cognitiye psychology's recent interest in intelligence has
0

been directed toward isolating these basic
4
processing skills and deter-

mining the extent of ttleir relationship to traditional psychometric

, measures, of ability. ThesnatUre.of the questioethg.the cognitive

psychologist wishes to ask is put nicely in the title, of a pioneering'
J

paper by Hunt, Lunneborg, and Lewis 019'5) "hat does it mean to be

high verbal?" That is, "what does it mean" in the sense of what might be

the nature of' basic information- processing skills that distinguish

lower scorers from higher scorers on tests of verbal ability?

4
.

In this section, review:apd evaluate a s lected set of recent ex-
.

periments designed to uncover correlations between information-processing

skills, seemingly related to attentional and perceptual mechanisms, and 211

measures of ability. The plan-of the section is as follows:" First, we

.

4 t

.6
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,.
discuss several studies' on the relationship between some iniprmationc

processing tasks and.Measures of Herbal abijity% p6inting out differences
.

''

-
.

. .in the adequacy of the approaches
%

of Yal,ipus types of intestigation.
:.

similarSecond,, we provide a analysis of studibs of the component pro-
'

cessess underlying measures of reading ability. llyird, we discuss in

essentially the same way the nature of the information-processing skills

hat may be related to spatial ability. Finally, we attempt to synthesize

' the salient and replicable results of theSe investihations, and we provide

..an evaluation of the success of this general aaroach to studying hurdan in- ,

c.

telligence.

Verbal Ability

t

89

0

One rather obvious strategy for exploring the relationships., among

information-processing skills and ability measurements might involye
. APP

isolating a sample of subjects that 'differ, is measured ability ,and then

testing these subjects on a series orinformaaon-precessing tasks.

Measures of performance on thb information-processing tasks could be

derived, andythen theso'performance measures could be cqrrelated with

8

the ability measurements. The hope, using this sort of approach, that
9

the pattern of correlatidns among the task.performance'measures and the

ability measures might yield some coherent picture of just what aspects

1
of which tasks are most strongly related to ability differences. Such

an interpretable pattern of correlations might, in turn, help, to uncoltr

the basic processing skiln that underlie ability.

0
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Ai.zutexmiple of this sort of research strategy, consider o series

of studies by Lunneborg (1977). fn these experiments, subjects were tested

?on a variety of psychometric uistruments, and they were then tested on a

variety'bf information-processing tasks, many of which used response

tune as the dependent variable of interest. Correlations among the pro-
.

. cessing measures'and the psychometric measures were then computed. Of

chief concern teLunneborg Was the extent of the possible relationship

between choice reaction time (presumably a reflection of procesing speed),

and the atoility,measbres. Ugfortunately, the results are difficult to

interpret. In one study, the Coirelation5 of choice reaction time with

ability measints.'were reasonably, high (between -'.55 and -.28, with faster

times being related to highe'rbeasui'ed ability), but,these correlations

virtually disappeared in,two subsequent experiments. Had the pattern of
,1

corrplations been consistent across experiments or within an expriment

across setsof'informatibn-processing and ability measures, then'undeubtedly

more could have been learned from, this study. What seems lacking in this

approach is an attempt to specify just. what information-processing skills

' the laboratory tasks are measuring and which such skills might be com-
.

ponerits common to a variety of the tasks. With a theory of the infoiMation-

"processing components of laboratory tasks as a guide, a selection of tasks'

with theoretically meaningful and, hopefully, shared components could be

made, and predictions could be generate/ concerning relationships befWeen

the, information- processing measures and the ability measures. What' is

clear-from 00 study is that there is no guarantee that such a theory will

fall out of the pattern of correlations among many tasks and many ability

Al
.1 V .

A.
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measures. In a subsequent experiment using much the same approach,

.

Lunneborg (19'8) did find more interpretable patterns of relati-onshipS

among ability and information -proces-Ing measures. In this case, signif-

icant cdfrelations between performance IQ and visual and nonlinguistic

0
processing measures were found, while vocabulary and verbal,IQ scores

appeared to be.more strongly related to measures of linguistic flexibility

and reading time.

A somewhat moresatisfying approach to investigating the relation

between information-processing skills and measures orability is illustat-

ed by some orthe'experiments reported by Hunt et .al. (1975; see also

Hunt, Frost, 8 Lunneborg, 1973). Their basic notion was that tests of

verbal abil,ity Provide direct measures of verbal knowledge.(e.g., meaning

-of words, size of vocabulary, rules of syntax) but .Only, indirect. measures

. .

of con4enf free information-processing efficiency., Nonetheless, high°

scoring and lower scoring groups of subjects might differ reliably in the

speed and efficiency with which they carry out basic informatipn-processing
.

tasks. The subjects in.Hunt et al.'s studies were University of Wa.shingfon

students who scored in the upper quartile rhigh verbals") or lower quartile

("iow verbals" on a composite verbal, ability measure from a standardized.

test adiinisiered to high school juniors. The laboratory tasks on which

these subject's were tested involved a variety of iTgYr'e or less "standard"

information-processing paradigms. The interesting point about Hunt et

'al.'s selection of tas'ks was that they represented an effort by the in-

vestigators to specify in 'advance what the information-processing demands

-%

4
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of the tasks ;light be. ,Thus, the investigators had a basis for predicting

on which tasks the high verbal subjects should excel, and, further, for

analyzing the nature ol.the information-processing skills that might

lead to more efficient performance. One Tight quarrel both,Isith. Hunt

et al.'s analVis of the iSformation- processing tasks and, particularly

with their claims concerning processing skills common to various tasks.

For,,Hunt et al. provide no extefnal evidence for the relationships

among the processing variables which they hypothesize are yelated. .None-

theless,' this approach goes beyond the purely coirelational method in atl .

tempting to specify in advaece the uhformation-protessieg skills underlying(

performance on the laboratory tasks.

.

-,.. ,": ... , .

For purpdses of our analysis, only two of the tasks used by Writ et
V)1L-

al. will be consider at length. .Wrdescribe these experimentalipara-,

'digms In some detpii, a$ they have been used extensively.in the work of .

others to bediscvssed 311 later'sections. The first task:was based on,a

procedure orginally intorduced by Posqpr and Mitchell (1967) and Posner,

Boies,..tichebpan and Taylor (190). The paradigm involves presentation

of two letters which are identical in both name and type'case

identical iYnaMe but not in case (A,a), different iiumebut not in

case,(A,I1)or different in both name and case (, \b). In one standard

version of Posner et al.'s (1.969) procedure, subjects are shown such

letter pairs.andare required, to Tespond,"same" as rapidly and accurately

as possible if the two letterpshaie a common name 'Otherwise, the re- .

quired response is "diffient." Of central interest is the difference

between die time taken to respond,'"Same" when tha letters a're ddentidal in

. r
1 0
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name only (A,a) and the,time to respond "same" when they are physically
.

' tr
identical?,A) as well. The average difference in response rune between_

. name' identical (NI) and physicallvWentical (PI)
, or the NI-PI difference,

k

'is orithe order of '0 milliseLonds when groups of college students are

tested as suhlects (Posner et al., 1969 -).

r

. One standard interpretation of this reaction-time difference is as

follows: In the case of NI trials, the name associed with each visual

pattern must be rerfidved Prom memory in order to respond "same." Thus,

\ the NI-PI difference is A MeagUre of the additional time needed to access
a 6

the name of a letter code in memory.,-Variations on the standard'Posner

procedure--whi4h themselves produce reliable differences--include

instrUcting.the Abject on separate blocks of trialsto respond:"same"

on the bas.ls of physical identity only or name identity only, and

.
/

/ .
measuring the speed with which tick off cards containing letter pair

. ..
. .

can be sorted into "same" and "differpnt" piles under physical identity

11
or name identity instructions. In the Iluntet al.' study, both the

,

standar d paradgm add the card-sorting modifications were used.

I

The results that Hunt et ar (1975) obtained for the letter matching

task can be summarized as follows: For both the standard reaction-tune
e '

.

version of the 'task and the card-sortineVariant, high verbal subjects

exhibited a Aonallxdifference between. NI and PI trials than did low ver-.

bal subjects. The magnitude of the NI-PI difference was about 64-milliseconds

,
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econds for high verbals, and 89 milliseconds for 104.-verbals. (Ln sdbsequent.

work by and his colleagues, reviewed in Hunt, 1978, the magnitude of the

NI-PI differencebas'- been found to-increase substantially when groups spanning

a wider range of measured abilitare tested, e.g., the NI-PI differnce is

as large as 310 milliseconds for mildly mental( retarded school children.)

Hunt et' al.interpret this finding, as indicating that high verbals h,'e rela-

tively faster access to oyerlearned material (letter names) In memor than do .,

low verbals, and'that this faster memor;'access to name Lodes is a basic in

formation-processing skill that, underlies v erbal ab111Xy.

. ,

A t ..
There ate some potential problems with this intelin-etation, though,'

.
,

chap plague not only thestdiunt it;a1. study but also the work, of other

vestigatorsto be reviewed later. First, although the interaction between

level of verbal. ability and.type;df letterl)airidentity was'indeed statist-
- ,

ically significant, it is nonetheles,true that high and low verbal subjects

.,differed inAean.response tunes on physically i4dentica ials aS well as'

on identicaldentical trials,. (In the case of the standard reaction-6114e 47.S

high Herbals weal about A'mill*conds faster than low verbals on PI trial vs, ,

and pedirference.wasjaout 41 milli:s..econds gn NT tifials:) Thp problem ti,S.
here is that the entiee NI-PI difference between high and 1

.
overbaltsub-

, . . A04,.

. Ject cannot necessarily be attributed to differences it theopeffi 'enCy of -

, .
.

memory access. Ip addition, th6re may be,geer'al speid factors or,differgn-
-.

. - ,r,

tial speed of pattern-matclifig proc'esses that-lcontribute,both to the"differ-

-

eeces in measured abilit y airedtio n tim e .

...

,
t

-" e
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A second pr4Plem:with ihe'llunt et al. (1975) interpretation lies
' .

. , .
r

in the empirical basis for their claim that theNI-PI.difference is an
. ,

. , . ,

index:of4efficiency...ofmerpory retrieval of pverplarned codes. In order
-

to_establ.ish.that.speed of memory access, and not some other factor,

really is an information processing skill correlated with verbal ability,

it would be desirable to shoo, that individualsNwith small NI-PI differ-

ences (fast memory access also shor, small reaction -tune differences in

some Component of another information-procegsirig task, where that comp°-
,

. nent'is also assumed to be an index-of efficiency of retrieval of over-
,

.
.

7 -learned material. What this amounts to is establishing construct
w

validity'viaan individual differences analyiis for prdCessing components

of tasks for.jhich those components are assumed,to be related? If such

construct validity can be established, then the meaning of &relationship

between processing time and measured ability is f.i're readily interpret-

able. 'Hunt et al. do not provide such an analysisof relationships among

'processing components in similar tasks.

The second taskof interest used by,Hunt et al. (19755 was a Modifi-

, cation of the "sentence-picture verification" paradigp introduced by
"

.

'Clarkami Chase.(1k7,1). In this paradigm; the subject iS first shown a
4

sentence describing a spatial_ relation between two elements (e.g., "star"
. .

/ ,or *, and "plus" or +). The relatidnal terms used in-the initial

description may contain either the words "above" or "below," and the

description may or may not contain a negative. This yields four basic

sentence types in the initial descriptions--"star above plus," "star

not above plus," "star below plus," and "star not below plus." Fol-

lowingNesentation of the sentenoe, a test picture is presented
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.4.

which contains either the configuration * or + . The subject must

respond as 'rapidly and accurately as possible whether the initial sentence

is "true" or "false" of the test picture: In the modiricati;3 used by

Hunt et al. (1975), two measuresO'Lresponse time were obtainq--the time

, the subject needed to encode or comprehend the initial sentence and the

time needed to verify that the sentence %.'as true or false of "picture, '

which was presented as soon as the subject indicated that encoding of the
/4

sentence was complete.

There are a number of theoretical analyses that have been offered

of the processes underlying performance 'an this task ilich we will con-

sidex in detail later (e.g., Clark & Chase, 1972; Carpenter & Just, 19.75;

It 006

Glushko & Cooper, 1978). For now, let us consider only the general analysis

offered by'Clark and Chase'(1972) and by Hunt et al. (1975). When the

initial sentence is presented, the'sUbjeN encodes it by forming an in-
..

ternal representation that will subsequently be compared withlhe picture..

A number of investigatOrs have suggested that this internal 'representation

I
is linguistic in nature and that the tune it takes to fOrm the-representation,

is affected by the linguistic complexity of the sentence (see Clark Chase,

1972; Trabasso, Rollins, & Shaughnessey, 1971). FurthermorQe both the pre-
. 4

sell& of a negative term and the presence of a "marker form of a spatial ,

_

comparative (in thiscas , "below" as.opposedito "above") are thOught to

increase linguistic complexity and hence to increase encoding tune. Clark

and Chase. propose that the internal representation ogothe picture.to bo

compared with,the representation of the sentence is also linguistic in nature.

14
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Hence, we might expect4that the test picture will be converted into a

representation similar io that of the.initial sentence and.that processing

time for verifyint that the picture is true or false of the sentence will

be 1ffected by the same linguistic variables
that affect encoding of the

(Itence. If this analysis of the task is correct, then differences be;

tween the times to encode or to verify more or less complex sentence types

measure the speed with which a subject can convert the sentence or picture

0 stimulus material into a linguistic internal
representation and tlien.per-

.

form the comparison.
.1fr

Hunt et al. found no effects of linguistic markedness, but they did

,find both a significant effect of negation and a significant,inferaction

between the size of the negation,effect and verbal ability. High verbal

subjects took about 55 milliseconds longer sentences containing

a negative than sentences without, a negative, and this difference rose to

about 100 milliseconds for low verba4 subjects. The Eze of the negation

effect differed across ability levelS' in the case of decision tunes also.

HighvveNls required about 70 additiOnal milliseconds to compye a neg-

ative sentence with a picture; and low verbals required an. additional 120

milliseconds to Miake_the Same comparison., The investi tors interpret the

differential size of the negation effect for differen' of measured

ability as follows: The larger differen7 in t e or comprehend negative

than affirmative sentences for low verbal subjects could reflect a superior

ability in the high verbals to convert a' complex sentence tato/a corresponding

internal 4epresentation: The difference between high and low verbals in the

15
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A

size of the, negation effect for decisionlatensies could reflect a superior

efficiency in comparing a,picture against a complex internal representation

for the high verbal subjects.

We can qdestion the interpretation of these results along much:khe.

same lines as we did the interpretation of the resuitt of the letter-match-

411114ng task. First, the differential sizeof the negation effect could simply

deriye from a general tindency toward faster processing in the high verbal

subjects. From the way in which Hunt et al. present their data, it is not

possible to determine whether the two ability groups are approximately

e quivalent in speed of encoding and/or comparing an affirmative sentence or

whether the high verbal subjects excel in this base condition as well as'in

their relative sensitivity to,negation. Second, the Interpretation of the

pattern of differences is tied to a particular theoretical analysis of the

operations involved in the sentence-picture verification task. And, Hunt,,et

al, providep evidence for the/yalidity of the assume.dJunderlying.processes

in that they do not show that individuals Oith relatiyely'small negationef-

fects also show small reaction -time effects in other tasks that are presumed

tome re the effitiencx with which more or less complex internal

a

representa-

tions re encoded and compared a4nst test stimuli. The general thrust of

this.second objection---that an interpretation of performance differences is

critfcallx dependent on the adequacy o f one's thedry of the proce'sses under-
-

lying a given information-processing task--will become quite important when we

consider lateif further woJ that Hunt and his colleagues brave done on an

O

analysis of the 'relationship between patterns of ability and patterns ofrp0rf.ormance

16
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in the sentence-picture,verification
situation (MacLeod/Hunt, Mathews,

A978; Lansman, Note 1) .

#

We conclude our discussion with an examination of what we consider

two "model" sets of experiments-on
basic information-processing correlates

of verbal ability, one by Chiang acrd Atkinson (1976) and one by Keating and

Babbitt (1978). The appealing feature of these/Studies is that the investi-
.,

gators attempt to demonstrate empirically
the assumed theoretical relation-

,

. ships among component processing
parameters.of various cognitive tasks.

This is accomplished by4
correlating individual subjects' values of parameters

from models of the tasks across different tasks and within'the same task. ,

The pattern'of correlations is inspected to determine whether there is ade-
.

quate support for the theoretical analysis
-of the tasks (i.e., whether para-

meters which,'theoreiically, ought to be related are related empirically).

Hiing established such construct Aridity fore the processing parameters of
' the tasks, correlations of these parameters with psychometric measures of

ability are than obtained to determine which basic information- processing

skills relate to differences in ability.

In the Chiang and Atkinson (1976) study, the subjects wereStanford

University undergraduates whose verbal andmath scores on'the Scholastic

1,"

Aptitude test were available. The information-processing tasks on which the

subjects' were tested'were a memory search task (Sternberg, 1966) and a visual

search.task. (A test of digit span%tas also included, but we will not con-

sider the results here..) In the memory search task, the subjecit is presented r
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d sot of from one to five items (lettqrs), followed by the presentation of

a test letter. The subject is req uired to report as rapidly and accurately

as possible whether or not the test letter is contained. in the set of letters

in memory. Generally, the amount' of time to make,the response increases

linearly with the number of items in the memory set (Sternberg, 1969). This

linear reaction-time function Wong with othef aspects of the data usually

obtained with this Ncedure) is taken as evidence/that subjects perform

the task by sequentially comparing the test--item to each item in thp memory

set before making a positive or a negative response. The slope of this

reaction-time function provides an estimate of the time required for each

. memory comparison,' or the rate of scanning items in memory. The intercept of

the reaction-time'function reflects all other processes not involved in

memory searchviz., encoding the test item, determining whethei a match has

been found, and executing the appropriate response.

.

The component processing operations in'the visual search taskare

.theoretically related to those in the memory scanning-task. fn the visual

search paradigm, a single target4tem is presgnted first, followed by a

.

display of from one to 'five items. The subject is required to search the

display set and to determine as rapidly and accurately as possOole whether

the target is contained in the display set. As in the memory. search task, it

it generally found thht reaction time increases linearly with th6 size of the
wR

set of visual display ite s (Atkinson,.Holmgren, & Juoia, 1969;Est es &

'Taylor, 1964, 1966). slope of this function is thought to reflect the

time for each compares of the target item With each display set item and
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also the time to encode each item in the visual display. The intercept

pararter in the visual search task is taken as a measure of ti time to

make the "yes" "no" decision and the time to execute the response.

Chiang and Atkinson (19761 estimated the intercept and slope parameters

for each of their individual subjects for both the memory search and the

visual search tasks. hen the individual subjects' parameter values were

intercorrelated, a compelling pattern emerged. Correlations between thq in-

tercepts of the two tasks and the slopes of the two tasks were high (.968 and

.832, respectively). However, these was virtually no correlation between the

intercepts and the slopes within each task. That is, subjects who are char-

acterized by rapid search rates manifest this skill in both memory and visual

search conditions, and subjects who encode efficiently do so iD,both experimen-

tal situations. Furthermore, the lack of correlation between intercept and

slOpe parameters in the same task shows that the correlation of parameters

across tasks is a reflection of more than,simple, general processinyppeed.

For, a general speed factor should show up in a 'correlation of intercept and

slope parameters, as well as in a'correlation of each oD these parameters in .

different tasks.

eignu,

Despite the elegance of Chiang and Atkinson's analysis of the relationships

among component processing skills, the results of their attempt to relate these

skills to psychometric measures of ability are quite disappointing. Unfortun-

atelv, they failed to obtain any significant correlations between the information-
.

processing parameters and either the SAT verbal or SAT math scores. When the

I

19
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data were broken down I:13,,sex, some significant correlations emerged, but the

pattern is extremely difficult to interpret. One possible reason for the

fahure tb Erc' relationships between irocessing components and ability could

be that the range of measured ability of Stanford updergrajuate students was

rather narrow.

Some more positiite evidence concerning the relationship between ability+,

and informati&n-processing skills has been found in a study by Keating and

Bobbitt (1978). 'The agility measure used by these investigators'was a com-

posite score on 06 Standard and Advanced Ralen Progressive Matrices (Raven,

1960, 1965). This test is generally regarded as a measure of problem-solving,

ability in that, unlike measures of verbal ability, general or vocabulary

knowledge is pot assessed. The subjects in the e riment were children from

u- sb
grades 3,7, and 11). The information-processing tasks used were the Posner

letter-matching task (the card-sorting variation described earlier),Nnd the

I -

,memory search task. In addition, tests of simple and choice reaction time

were included In the simple reaction-time task, the subject had to indicate

4ag rapidly'as p ssible whenever a light turned red: In the choice reaction- _

time task,'the subject had tb push one button when a green right appeared

aqd another when a red light appeared, and to push the buttons as rap,idly as

possible.

The rgsults of lose experiments were subjected to-a number of different

analyses. Anilyses of variance generally showed significant main effects of

age and ability /levels, such that older and higher ability subjects performed

'

20'
4
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each of the tasks more efficiently
than younger and lower ability subjects.

Of particular interest are some of'the interactions between age and abl4ity

and certain task variables. For the letter-matctilng task, significant inter-

action; emerged, such that the
NI-PI-difference was smaller for older than for

,youngerApbjects and also smaller for higher than for lower ability subjects.

Pow the memory scanning task, there was an interaction between memory set

size and ability, sucb that search rate was slower for lower.abiljty/subjects.:

itt

,Like Chiang and Atkinson (1976), Keating and Bobbitt J1978) attempted
,

to proyide construct validity for the component 6perations presumed to under-.

A

lie the various information-processing tasks. To do this, they proposed a

four stage, sequence of basic
component processes consisting of (I) encoding,

. ,

(2) operation, (3) binary decision (response selection), and (4) response

,fexecution. Various parameters of the information-prOcessing tasks were

assigned to one or more of the four sequential stageS. Then, individual

subjects' values for these. paisameterswere correlated across tasks. The"iiope

was that variables ass9med to involve common processing stages would correlate

more highly than those that did not'have Any stages in common. Unlike Chiang

and Atkinson, no within-task correlations were cOoptiled. The-results of

.this analysis revealed that the intercorrelationt among variables having

common stages were higher than among variables witiliouI stages in common (.66

and.36,respectivelv). They interpret4he pattern of correlations as showing.
40

that th'te are basic information-processing
operations that are tapped by the

4

21
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different tasks, but that in addition there

that is reflected in the lower but often 'st

exists a

ill sigM ficant c Xat1qps '

.20

4 0 ,

gentry ispeed .factor'

among variables without hypothesized common stages.

4.
' -

In their final analysis, Keating and Bobbitt assessed the relarighship 6

3Mbng three information-processing parameters and measured ability via f0-

. tiple regression,techniques: The information - processing parametersewere ',,e,f, ',.

mbasuresof decision efficiency (choice reaction time minus supple reacti9n.ttpe)0,-,

- . -- ° '11"::.

efficiency of memory retrieval of overlearned codes (MI-PI difference), and ',% "c : 4
. . . r4. f

memory search efficiency (slope of the memory scanning function). With age ':
%). 2t .

partIbled out, the information-processing measures accounted for only 15%-of,

the variance in the ability scores, but this was a significant amount of add.-
1 f' .r

,

ed variance. More interestingly, Aen,correlation were computed foreah age

group separately, the NI-PI Ilifference was always the most effective variable,
1.

and it accounte4,for progressively more variance meas ect ability as the
,

of variance,,for the three,
. s. -:

c.,
--xt

age of the subjects increased (17%, 25%, and32%

groups in chronological order).

Mat, if any, systematic findings have emerged from a consideration of

these various stOdies reflecting different approaches tp assessing the re-
f,

latIonship between basic information processing skills'nd measures of verbal

ability? Clearly, the most universal processing difference between the higher
Ns

, and the,lower ability subjects in the work reviewed above is the difference
;t !

- between the tbnefor matching letters identical in name only and letters thne
.

re, in addition, physically identical.. FurtRermore, this difference emergeNk,

Oi
t4.
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despite procedural variations in the letter-matching task (the discrete trial

reaction-time method and the card sorting technique), and for both children

(Keating &Bobbitt, 1978) and adults (Hunt et al., 1975). Thusfar, we have

interpreted this NIIPI difference as reflecting efficiency of memory access

to overledrned material. In subsequent sections,.-s the difference appears

in still other bodies of work, we shall consider whether-this processing skill_

is specifically one of the-letter-code access or whether it'may reflect a more
.

general process of memorraccess or even of flexibility in applying information-
.

processing skills.

*? ,

Another possible candidate for an operation underlying verbal ability is

the speed with which items'in memory can be compared with a test item. Keating

and Bqbbitt's (1978) finding' of a decrease in the slope of therSternberg memory

scanning function with increasing ability provides evidence for this notion,

but the ' nce is mixed at best. On the opposite side, we have Chiang and

reAtkinson' failure to find-a relationship between slbpe and ability, and the

, report of Hunt et al.,(1975) that the positive
relationship that was reported

t

earlier (Hunt et al 1973) could not be replicated. And, Sternberg (19751 has

reported no relationship between scanning rate and measures of intblligence

within nonmal universirtand high school populations. The

.

relationship of

memory comphrison efficiency to ability may be a subtle one, h. ewer.

(1978, 1980) has. reviewed evidence suggesting a4rather dramatis ifference

in memory comparison, processes when the groups considered come from more ex-

treme popdfatiOns than the variation of abilit;qn the normal college sample

used by most investigators. For example, groups of .subjectvrglIfering from

..

93
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, .

various formsei'mentAiretardation show much steeper slopes in
.

the memorft

scanning experjment than do normal High school and college students. Further-

nipre,Keating.and Babbitt (1978) report an almost significant interaction

between age and ability in'theslope of the memory scanning function such that

, the effect of ability on scanning rate becomes less important as age increases.

What this may mean is that general memory comparison skills are well developed

across ability levgls within the normal range, but that these uneral skills

are not available to the younger or the more severely low ability subject.

A third possible skill that may be related to ability is sinifily overall

processing speed. That is, More able peopmay just be faster at anything

they do. We will consider seriously the general speed factor as a"source of

ability differences in later sections. At present, analyses swch as those of

'Keating and Bobbitt (1978) suggestIthat although a general speed factor may

exist, there are additional more specific processing skills that contribute

to differences in verbal intelligence.

Reading Ability

The ability to ,dad rapidly and with high comprehension is a crucial .

aspect of "intelligent"-behavior in any literate society. At dMinimum,

reading involves picking up visual information from a page of printond pro-

cessing that information on a variety of levels so as to yield, eventually,

understanding of the meaning:of-a passage. In this section we review and

evaluate some of the literature that attempts to isolate the basic processes

.
24
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qrcomponents of- reading that might
differentiate highly skilled from less

skilled readers. The recent literature on reading is.volAinous, and our

review will be highly selective.

We first discuss in detail a series of studies by Jackson and McCelland

(10:511979; Jackson, Note 2; see also McClelfand
Jackson, 1978)'fhat purport to

demonstrate a very basic
visual'informationprocessing differenCe between

average and very proficient readers.'
We highlight these studies because they

combine elegance and care in experimental design and execution, clarity of\ex-

positien, and a consistent and intriguing 5attern of results.
0

It has been known for over seventy Years (Huey, 1908) that readingtakes

praceduring pauses or fixations of the eye, and that faster readers make

fewer fixations.per page of text althoughthey spend about the same amount of

time on each fixation. this suggests that faster readers may be able to pro- ,
4

cess a larger amount of text per fixation, and a study by Gilbert (1919) sup-

ports the suggestion.
Gilbert'presented single lines of text for very brief

periods, and found that faster readers could accurately report more'of the text

than slower readers. But, precisly what is the nature of the advant4e ast

readers ha6 that enables them to exttact more information from a single fix-

ation? The Possibilities are numerous, and Jackscl and McClelland (1975: 1979)

designed their studies so as to narrow them down.

A word is in order about the measure of reading ability used in these

ti
25
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*studies. Groupsiof relativ ly fast and,"axerage, readers are selected frOm-

a uniiversity population. esearoups.h ve non-overlapping scores on a
....- ,

measure of Effective Reading Speed, which is the speed of reading 6e text
\

11145terial multiplied,by the sc6reon a vety\strict comprehension test There

4i persuasive rationale for Using this measure of reading ability: The
.

best readers should boteread quickly and comprehend much,' And, in fact,
1 .

typically their,fast effective readers do score higher on both speed and com-

,

prehension. The groups,afe then put through a yariety of t sks d igned to
.

.

tap particular processing abilities that might tliitingli'sh them.

In their first study, Jackson and McClelland (1975) replicated Gilbert's

.7.-
. " ,

(1959) results and investigated the possibility that faster 4aderS. might

. ...

-----:
-

pick up more from a single fixationloecausethey'have a visual sensory pro-

-
.. . t ' .

cessing advantage. t faster readers actually showed Do greater ability to

-pick up infoimation p sented 'at th ry of t eyisual.field, nor. were

. ,,

their thresholdsAw.- e-r for, detecting A....single er under conditions of pie-

and post-exposure patterned masking. t
. ...--- °

,

.

. ."' .

, . ,
t.- __,.

,A ;..

At the other extreme from sic sensory processes, fast readers, might be

i"

'

utter atifilling in miss information on basis of contextual cues., Or:, ''.,

cs-

;they might have'superior understand96 of the orthographic co stMnts of the

English language, and thus be more effective at gumiWati-1nissing" letters int. .

words._ Finally, fast readers might simply be abl'to hold Morekmaterial4 /'

short-term memory. hut, Jacks and MCC/elland (1975) found that'faft readers.

00i

_

26
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maintained their superiority over slow readers even when forced to pick

between two words differing in but a single letter, both of whicIL4t. the

conte t of the previous sentence but only one of which had actually appeared.

Context 1 cues could not guide such a choice. Furthermore, fait readers

could re rt qccuratelv,a larger percentage of a string of briefly presented

random letters, so the superiority shows itself ev6n when orthographic regu-

larities are eliminated. This last result also suggests that the fast readers'

visual processing advantage is indipendent of language-comprehension processes

7esponsible for ourunderstandingthe meaning of what is read. Finally and

relatedly, greater shoh term memory capacity does not $een responsible for

the fast readers' superiority on the tasks described above, for they were not

superior on an auditory version of the unrelated letters task (Jackson & Mt-
.

Clellane1979).

What, then, accounts for tkespperior performance of more able readers in

extracting infoimation from ibrief presentation-of text or letters? The

sults thus far point to some relatively central processing.capacity that seems

°visually Specific, but attempting to identify what this capacity might be re
e

quires specifying a theory of reading. Jackson and McClelland (1979) do not

attempt such a theory, but they share,the central assumptions of many informa-

tion-processing theories of reading (e-g., Estes, 1975; Frederikson, 1978;

Rumelhart: 1977) that the processing of information in reading occurs simultan-,

eously and interactively abmany differenelevels of analysis, which are loosely

hierarchically organized. In constructing a conceptual representation of what

c. r

Mow

S
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is read (understanding the meaning of the text), it is argued, there are

subprocesses corresponding to analysis of visual features, setter clusters,

words, and semantic/conceptual meanings. The output of each level of en4d-

ing and analysis may serve as inpUt to the level(s) above it, and may in

be influenced by output from these higher levels. The problem becomes one of

isolating level(s) of processing at which fast readers have an advantage.

To this end, Jackson'and McClelland (1979) utilized a variety of matching

,tasks, in which the subject responded as quickly= and as accurately as possible

whether two presented stimoic were the "same" or "different" according to a

specified criterion. The stimuli to be matched and the criterion for respond-
.

ing "same" were chosen to reflect different, levels in the processing hierarchy

leading to reading with comprehension. The primary matching tasks of interest

were: letters, where the subject is instructed respond "same" if the

letters have the same name (e.g., Aa) or are physically the same (e.g.,

AA; after Posner et al., 1969)1 words, where the subject

responds "same" if synonyms;words are synonyms; words, where the "same" response is

given to homonyms; pseudo-woids, with a "same" response to homoikones; and

simple dot patterns, with a "same" response if the patterns are physically i-

dentical. The tasks,thus were an,attempt to reflect, respectively, the process
woo

of forming, letter codes, word meanings, verbal (articulatory) word codes and

visual coes. In addition to the matching tasks, the test battery included

measures of liStening comprehension and of verbal ability,

The results were that fast readers had shorter reaction.times on all t

28
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matching tasks except dot patterns. This exception is important, for it in-

dicates that the advantage of fast renders does not lie in more rapid encoding

or comparison of any visual display. In the Itching tasks that did show a

fas vs. average reader difference, the magnitude of the difference was gener-

ally proportional to overall response time. But again, the dot matching task,

which had the longest response times, dit not showa difference ben readers

of varying ability.

Given only these results, the fast reader advantage could lie at any or

all of the levels of processing presumably tapped by the various matching

. -

tasks. But Jackson and McClelland (1979) subjected their data to a variety

of correlational, partial correl(tional, and lIgression analyses which clarify

A
considerably the interpretation of the findings. The simple correlational

analysis showed that the single strongegt predictir of effective'reading speed

was a measure of listening comprehension in which theosubjects answered a se6

of questions about a passage which was read tp them at normal speaking rate.

The listening comprehension measure accounted for about half the variance in,

effective reading speed. This measure was also statistically independent of

the reaction-time measures from the matching tasks. ,lhe strongest predictor

of reading ability in this study then seems to be a modality-independent set

of language comprehension skills for understanding and remembering meaningful

discourse. A subsequent stepwise regression analysis, with variables entered

in the order of the amount of unexplained variance in reading ability accounted

for, confirmed that listening comprehension was, the most poweiful predictor of
A

reading ability. We will discuss this listening comprehension variable in more

...detail below.

ttA.
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The correlational analysis indicated that the reaction-time measure which

most strongly prMicted reading speed was On the letter name-match task, and

the stepwise 'regression analysis confirmed that this reaction-time measure

accounted for a significantcroportion of the remaining variance when it was

entered after listening comprehension. None of the other reaction-time measures:

accounted for significant residual variance. And the name-match reaction-time

continued to account for significant variance in reading speed even when lis-.

tenringcomprehension and the other reaction -time measures were partialed out
. =

(Jackson and McClelland, 191; Table 7)., Finally, a measure of verbal aptitude

(School and Coll:li SeriesAptitude Test, Seres II, Form 1C) correlated approximately
)

.45 with effective reading speed. However, once the name-match reaction-time
, f:

variable was entered in the stepwise regression analysts, verbal aptitude fail-

ed to account for any of the residual variance.

These results strongly suggest the letter name -much variable is the \*.-

best measure of the component of reading ability that ispidked up by the re-

action-time . matching tasks. In interpreting the difference on this task, Jackson

and McClelland suggest that fast readers have SWifter access fb letter identity

codeS stored in long term memory, a claim similar to Elie one that'Hunt

- et al. (1975) have made for high verbals. This Is consistent,with the lack of

any relationship between the reaction-time tasks and the. listening comprehension

task (letters were not involved is the latter), as well. as with the obtained

differences between fast and average readers on the syrfonym, homonym and home-

phbne tasks,if we make the reasonable assumptiorithat letter identification is

30
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' a component of fluent word identification (e.g., Estes, 1975; McClelland, 1976).

40P
in his doctoral thesis, Jackson (Note 2) attempted to clarify the nature of the

name match reaction-time advantage for fast renders by addressing two questions:

Is the fast reader advantage restricted to letter codes, or does it appear when-,

ever any me ingful, (riameable) visual stimulus is presented? Second, if the

')difference is found on other meaningful material besides letters (or words), is

is attributable to differential practice with the nameable material, or does it

occur even without differential amounts of practice? The second question has

vome Implications for the possible beneficial effects of mere piact. e in

identifying letters and words in improving the perfdrmance of poor r aders.

If better'readers come to the reading situation with an already- sting super,

iority in ability*to access memorY'codes for any meaningful pattern, regardless

of familiarity with it, one would be less sanguine about the possibility that

. practice could close the gap between readers of differing ability.

Jackson (Note 2) replicated many of the results of the previous work by Jackson

'and McClelland (1979). In addition, he found that faster aders were quicker

to, respOnd whether twd line drawings weOor were not ers of the same general.

category (e.g., toy, vegetable,zusical instrument). This category -match re-

action-time variable correlated -.29 with the measure of effective reading

speed. (with faster reaction times associated with superior effective reading

'speed). Name-match reaction title correlated -.35 with reading speed. And

category-match Ind name-match reaction times correlated .42 with each other.

31/
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Each contributes significantly to effective reading speediwhen listening iom-

preh ion is partialed out. Wst importantly, the two.reaction,time tasks

seem tope tapping the same component of reading ability, for when either is
.

partialed .out, the correlation of the other with reading speed drops essentially

ito zero, So the name-match reaction -tune measure is an index of a very general

processing ability to access rapidly a learned code in memory for any meaning-

ful visual material.

4

That this ability is independent of practice with the particular visual

0 .

material processed is strongly suggested by a second experiment (Jackson, Note 2) in

whidh the stimuli were an unfamiliar character set constructed by .using features

similar to those found in letters. Nonelof the chacters closely resembled

existing letters, however. Fast readers showed no advantage in a physics

identity matching task. when pairs (5 pairs in total) of these characters

were Wen one-syllable nsense names, and the subjects were requ1ed to re-,

spond "same" if the two characters shOwn had,the same name, fast readers showed

roughly a 100-millisecond advantage over average reic4rs on this task. This

difference occurred despite the fact that the two groups did not differ in

amount of practice with or prior exposure, the characters, in that both groups
, .

arned the names in the same small number of trials. -

h

The upshot of this elegant body of research is that relatively proficient

adult readers differ from less proficient ones in the'rapidity with which' they

can executeasbasic visual information-process g skill--that is, access from

long-term memory to the name for any meaningful visual pattern. Letters appear

32
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to be the meanini.Tta.visual patterns involved
in reading, but the infeimation-

processing skill at which 'proficient readers have an advantage is apparently

much more general than the ability to access the names of lettgrs: Tfie re-

sults seem to suggest that better readers bring to reading a "talent" inde-

pendent of practice with the particular material being viewed, and independent

of the language comprehension skills
that account for the bulk of the variai,..

in reading ability in these studies. Though the.results are impressively

consistent from study to study, and make a .coherent conceptual package, it is

perhaps worth remembering that the correlation between riding ability and

this processing skill as indicated by the various reaction-time tasks was//

generally in the .30 rapge, which accounts for only approximately 10% of the,

variance in7the data. And even this may be an inflated estimate, since the

reading gNups were selected to. be nonoverlapping in ability: 4

The listening comprehension
measure, on the other hand, did account for a

very largerroportion of the variance (typically about 50%) in effective read-

ing scores in these studies. We might ask what particular skills are involved

in listening comprehension that would contribute to reading ability, and the

possibilities are clearly numerous. People who can comprehepd discourse better

may havq better knowledge of ward meaning, better short term memory capacity

(although this seems unlikely; see, e.g., Perfetti F, GoldMan, 1976), better
. /

`ability to maintain continyoUs attention in the task of/understanding °(Jackson

Malellan6, 1979),' better ability to utilize structure and context of discourse

so as maximally to devote processing.
resources where/aost needed,. or a variety

of other advantages.
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This last possibility was investigated in a series of studiesiby Perfetti

and his colleagues (see especially Perfetti,& Goldman, 1976; Perfetti 8

..
Lesgold.

04
1978). These authors utilized a variety of techraques to investigate

thepdssi4lity that good vs. poor readers would be differentially sensitive to

aspects of discourse structure that 'might be related to ease of'comprehension

of meaningful material. Specifically, they investigated the possibiLitieS'(a)

. that aspects of sentence- and thematic-structure of discourse would affect

subjects' ability to comprehend and remember spoket.or writta,Olateriel, and °

(b) that good readers would profit more from distourse organization thafi poor

.

readers. Tbey'performed several xperiments,'and the findings
1

coAverged in

. .

support of (a) but provided no evidence whatever for (b).

3

Consider memory for spoken or written material? Rerfeti and LOgold-

(1978) performed several ."probe discourse experiments," in which the subject's

task is to read (or listen to) material presented to him or her, and to attempt

to remember it. Every now and then, a probe word which had occurred recentlywin

the text is presented to the subject, whose task is to report the word (called

the target) which had immediately followed the probe word in the text: It is

possible Ighmanipulate a variety,of aspects of discourse structure between the

target's position in the text and the occurrence of the probe 'test item, and

thereby to see whether'good vs. poor readers are differentially sensitive to

them. Perfe tti and colleagues did this in a variety of studiet.using as subjects,

typically, 3rd to 5th grade students if differing reading ability but_maithed

(n i9

. .
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As three examples_of th'ismanipulatiOn (reperted-jn Petfetti d,

197.8), they varied.(1) the number of. WoidsAntervening between target and .robe

test, and whether these words were.within the same.sentence or across sentence.

boundaries, (-2) whether the context in which sentencer were presented to sub- .

jects was normal oescraMbled,,and (7) whether the material. intervening between
4

.4
target and probe test item referred lo material already, "given'! earlier in the

e
.

text, or introduced "new" material,Isee Haviland & Clark, 1974). In, each .ci.

these cases,we'would expect a main effect' Ot. discourse structure: Memory should

be better for material within a sentence than across sentence lines, especially,

,
S.2

if a large number of words intervened betweentarget and test. It should also be

better for material' presented in a meaningful context. And 'it should be better
o

when "given" rather than "new" information intervened between target. and test.

-All of these predictions were confirmed, presumably because in each case the

material is easier to process when the discourse, is more structured. We should

also expect in each case a min effect of reading ability: Good readers should

remember more from spoken or written passages than do podr readers. The results

clearly supported this prediction as well. But are good readers more proficient

because they are better able to take advantage of the structure of discoUrse?

i
.

Perfetti and.Lesgold's (1978) answer is an emphatic "no". In no case was there

a statistical interaction between reading ability and dis ourse structure: Poor
.

readers' memory for the material was helped (or hindered by'discourse structure
.

(or its absence) every bit as much as that of, good readers. Determination of the

precise nature of
,

the listening comprehension differences between good and poor

. -readers clearly awaits further investigation.
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we turn, finally, to an information processing approach to reading that

retains the assumption that rvding can be viewed as a set pi interactive cm-
,
ponent processes, but adopts a different method from Jackson and Malelland for

identifying those processes and testing thqir relatiovhip to reading ability.**

We highlight this work by Frederiksen (19'8, Note 3) because the theor$Xicabapproach

and research methods cleaitY have prbmise, although 'the data base on which the

conclusions rest needs expansion.

. o

le

The component processes in reading hypothesized by Frederiksen are

Perceptual Encoding, Decoding, and Lexical Acipess. Encoding is divided into

two processes--Encoding of Graphemes and Encoding of MUltiletter Units. De-

coding is also divided inte--two separate process,es--Phoaemic,Transration, which

involves applying letter-sound correspondence rules t6 derive a phonological/

phonemic representation, and Articulatory Programming, which refers to "auto-

'maticity Sin deriving a speech representation, in the assignment of stress and

o i&prosidic features" (Frederiksed7,1978, p. 29). The component processes

0)nined to be hierar cally organized, although Frederiksen (1978) ex-

.

plicitly states that the initiation of.the "higher" processes need aot neces-
,.

-sarily await completion of earlier ones. With these assumptions abbut the

,nature of reading, Frederiksen' %.overall research goals were three:_ (1) to

derive jnformation-processing tasks that should be measures of these separate

' component processes, (2) to show, by factor analysis, that the hypothesized

. five procesStg do best represent the patteili of correlations among the tasks,

and (3) to show that the factor structure actually is related to scores on

standardtests of reading Ability:

- 0
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We do not here consider in detail the tasks selected (see Frederiksen,

19'8). But the general idea was to choose tasks such that different conditions

of a task (for example,, responding ''same" to name-identical versus physically-

identical letters) should place different demands on oneof the hypothesized

proaksing components of reading (, its case, Grapheme Encoding). Then,

reaction.time differences were computed between conditions for several such

tasks in the expectation that these differences should be highly correlated

if the tasks tap the same component process. In certain cases, the reason why
411.

.a particular reaction-time difference should. tap a particular component process

was unclear. Nevertheless,4trederiksen (1978) found that his'hypothesized five-

factor structure (one factor coraosponding to each of the five hypothesized com-

ponent processes) provided impressive fit qthe pattern of correlations

among the eleven reaction-time differences computed. Further, he was able to

,show statistically that simpler, four-factor _models did not provide an adequate

fit.

e

Frederiksen (1978) tested the relationship between his component proces-

ses, as revealed in the factor structure for the chronometric tasks, and reading

ability on a sample of 20 high school sophomores, juniors, and seniors who repre-

sented d wide range of reading ability levels. Three measures of reading ability

were assessed:and the multiple correlations' of the five factors with the readhig

scores ranged from a low of .73 for the Gray Oral Reading Test, to 1.00 for the

Total Score on the Nelsbn-Denny Reading Test. These multiple correlations are
P '

particufkb: impressive when it is noted that none of the reaction -time tasks

defining the factors involved reading anything more complex than a singletrord
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or pseudo-word. The factors with the heaviest loading on reading scores in

this sample were Encoding of Multiletter Units and Articulatory Programming,

but we do not make much of these relative weights because the sample is so small

and the findings clearly need to be replicated. For the same reason, we 0 not

make an explicit comparison with the findings of Jackson and McClelland dis-

cussed above, save to mention that Frederiksen (1978) did find that the name-

identity versus physical-identity letter matching feactiOn-time difference sig-
..

nificantlr discriminated between good and poor readers. Also, if the Frederiksen

results hold up, it should be possible to tap chronometrically what Jackson and

McClelland have called listening comprehension with simple information- proces-

sing tasks. But the most attractive feature of Frederiksen's work is the

explicit staAment of a theory of reading as embodying particular component

processes, along with the sophisticated methods for testing for the existence

of those component processes and their relationship to reading ability.

On the basis of the work .described, we can draw some general conclusions /

about the information-processing abilities that discriminate between relatively.

-good versus poor readers. The difference is clearly not to be found in low-

level sensory capacities (Jackson & McClelland, 1975). Nor does it derive simply

....fomore exposure to or greater familiarity with letters (Jackson, Note 2). At

the other extreme, good readers do not seem to different from poor readers in

high-le5e1 sensitivity to discourse structure (Perfetti & Lesgold, 1978), al-

though this is not to say that food readers cannot more effectively utilize

contextual cues in sane circumstances (e.g., see Frederiksen, Note 4). All of.the

extensive work by Jackson and McClelland converges on the point that good readers
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can more quickly access the name of any meaningful visual pattern, regardless

of practice with it. And there is the very intriguing suggestion in Jackson

and McClelland (19'9) that this ability may totally account for the oFsen-

found association between measures of verbal ability and reading ability.

Finally, there is the possibility (although we are skeptical) that measures of

basic information-processing abilities, if carefully selected. and tied to a

component-processes fheory of reading, may account for much more of the 'variance in

reading ability than the approximately 10% or so gpnerially found in the literature.

Spatial Ability

The term "spatial ability" is often thought to refer to competence in

encoding, transforming., generating,,/and remembering internal representations

.

of objeets in space and their relationships to other objects and spatial po-

siotions., Psychometric tests.providint measures of levels.° .spatial ability

have been available since the tAme of Thurstone (1938). We will not undertake

a review of the-psiormetric literature on tests of.spatial ability here. Rath-

er, we,point to two recent reviews of psychometric and correlational studies of.

spatial ability (LohTan, 1979a; McGee, 1979) that indicatp the existence of at
1

, 2least two, separable but correlated major spatial facotts and several minor ones; 6
'

`The first of these factors-:Spatial Visualization refers to the ability .

to manipulate mentally representations of visual objects.- Tests measuring this
air

ability lqad on Guilford's (1969) factor labeled Cognition of Figural Transformatio

:9
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A typical item-one such test might require the testee to image a parpcu-
,

leolar object having undergone a particular spatial transfoglation

a 90 degree rOtaticn). The picture showing the result of that spatial ,

transformation must then be selected from a nbmberdbf alternative

pictures. The second major spatial factor-- Spatitl Orientationrefers to the

ability to determine spatial relationghips with respect to an imagined orionta:

tion of one's, own body. Tests measuring this ability load on Guilford's J1969)

Cognition of Visual Figural Systems factor. A typical item'on such a test might

require thetestee,to detirmine which of a number of pictures of landscapes ac-

curately shows what her she would.see from the coLkpit of an airplane shown

in another picture.

Tests of spatial ability have been shown to predict well certain aspects

of job performance, technical school success, and success in engineering, cal:-

'culus, and other mathematics courses (see McGee. 1979, and Smith, 1964, fa re-,

views). From our point of view, tests of spatial ability provide4an interesting

place to look for attentions and perceptual .correlates of ihtelligeiice two

reasons: First, the iriformati -processing demands of these tests (e.g., imag-

ining transformations on visual objects) seem, intuitively, to have much in

common with ordinary perceptual processing. Second, unlike tests of herbal or

reading ability, spatial ability tests do not seem particularly dependent on '

.specific world knowledge. It might be in just this situation--when the corltri

button of knowledge is minimizedthat the contribution of basic i6formation-'

. .processing skills to ability measure$ could.be mast clearly revealed.

4!!. '

the discussion that follows, we hope to accomplish several goals.

,First, we. review some of the information-processing studies of tasks thdlt seem

. 40
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Irto require skills similar to those tapped by items on tests of spatial ability.

In particular, we provide evidence, for sources of individual and group differ-.

ences in performanCeon these tasks. Second, we examine studies which have

specifically tried to relate measures of spatial ability to parameters of in-

formation-processing models for performance on tests of spatial ability.

Finally, we attempt to make sense of the results of these studies, and we

point io potential pew directions in investigativh, nature of spatial ability.

One infoImation-processing task that has received considerable current

atteption and that bearS similarity
to visualization items oil tests of spatial

ability is the "mental rotation" task
first studied by Shepard and Mettle

11971). -4 theiy initial experiment, Shepard and Metzler asked subjects to

determine whether pairs of perspective drawings of three-dimensional objects

were the same in shape or were.mirror images.
In addition to a possible dif-

,

'aAprence in shape, the objects could differ in their portrayed orientations

either in the picture plane or about an axis in depth. The most significant*

result of Shepard and Metzler's study
was that the-time required to make the

"same--different" dise?iMination 'increased linearly with the difference in the

portrayed orientations of the two objects in the pair. Shepard and Metzler

interpreted these results as suggesting that subjects performed thepsk.by

4imagining one object in the pair rotated into the orientation of the other

object and thenx comparing the transformed international representation with

the second object to determine whether there was a match or a mismatch in shape.

Presumably, the slope of th& reaction-time
function provides an_estimate of the

rate at'which this mental manipulation can be caried out, and the intercept
-

41
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provides an estimate of the time required to encode the two objects in the

pair, to compare them follOwing the'mental rotation, and to select and exe-
.

cute the response of "same" or "different."

Subsequent stpdies of this process of mental rotation have shown that

when familiar visual stimuli (e.g., letters of the alphabet) are shown in-

dividually in nonstandard orientations, the time to determine whetgr they

are normal or reflected versions increases monotonically with the extent of

their departure from the canonical, upright pdsition (Cooper & Shepard, 1973a,

1973b). Imaddition, linear reaction-time 'unctions, indicating a procw,A.f.-

mental rotation, have been demonstrated for stimuli such as random polygons

(Cooper,'1975), and Cooper and Podgorny (1976) have shown that the rate of

mental rotation of such polygons is unaffected by the complexity of the visual

figures. Orderly relationships between decision time and extent and/or num-

ber of spatial transformations have not been limited to tasks-in which the

transformation is specifically one of'rotation. For example, Shepard and

Feng (1972) have reported that response time for "mental paper folding" items,

similar to surface development items on tests of spatial ability, increases .

^'linearly with the number of transformations required to complete the items.

Models of the processes s-underlying these mental transformation tasks

can'be considered as characterj.zations of the operatiqns involved when a

given subject soles a given visualization item on a typical test of spatial

abilit, Is these any evidence from the information-processing literature foi

2

4
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individual differences in mental transformation tasks that might ultimately

re related to psychometrically measured spatial ability? In fact, in all of

the studies cited above-, substantial individual differences in both rate of

mental transformation and in encoding, comparison, andjesponse processes

have consistently been found. For example, in the Cooper (1975) study, slopes

of the linear function relating reaction time to angular disorienthtion (expres-

sed in terms of rate of mental rotation) have ranged from 320 to 840 degrees
a

per second for individual subjects, and intercepts have ranged form 300 to

1000 milliseconds. These differences are difficult to interpret from a psycho-

metric viewpoint, however, because the number of subjects in each study has

been small and the subjects have been selected goat a population that undoubt-

edly wou14,score high on tests of spatial'ability (generally, university

graduate students and faculty). I96ed, in the original Shepard and Metzler'

(1971) study, subjects were initially screened on the basis ef a series of

tests of spatial ability. In a subseqUent study, Metzler,and Shepard (1974)

e
systematically investigated the effects of sex and handedness on mental rotation

(again, with a Small number of subjects), and no compelling or consistent patterns

emergeclin-the data.

More recently, Kdil and his associates (frail, Carter, & Pellegrino, 1979;

Kail, Pellegrino, & Carter, 1980) have used larger samples of subjects to

investigate 'loth developmental and, sex differences in Mental rotation studies.

The developmental studies (Kail et,ali,
1980)--using subjects from grades

3, 4, 6, and college -,- indikate that the 'Pate of mental rotation increases with

/
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incr&sing chronological age, and also that the intercept of the reacp.on-

time function decreases as age'increases. In addition, these investigators

found interactions between age and stimulusfamiliarityfor encoding, corn-
,

parison, and response processe's (the intercept parameter). To the extent that

one accepts the view that older subjects are generally more able, these results

.suggest_that mental transformation,processes are quicker and more efficient in

those of higher ability..

Within a-college population, Kail et al. (1979) have examined sex differ-
6.

ences in performance on a mental rotation task. To the extent that mental ro-

tat ion tasks require fhe same underlying. processes that are measured in tests

4 "s,

of sphial such an investigation is quite reasonable. For, there is a

Substantial body of literature documenting the superiority of males over females

on psychometric tests of both, the Visualization and the Orientation'factors of

spatial ability (see McGee, 1979, for a recent review of this literature). The

Kail,et al, (1979) results can be summarized as follows: No differences were

found between the sexes in the intercept of,the reaction-time function, which

presumably reflects the speed of encoding, comparison, and response processes. . ,

Somewhat curiously, given the psychometric literature, overall accuracy was also

roughly equal for men and women. The extent to which tfie male and the female

,data were fit by linear functions was also equal, suggesting that both sexes

did indeed use a process of mental rotation in solving these spatial'problems.

The chief difference between the sexes was located in.the slope of the reaction-

>

time functions, with the men nerall having a fasterine of rotation than the

women. Closer examination of the data revealed that the variability of the

4 4 .
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slopes was considerably greater for women than for lip:, with about 30% of the

distribution of slopes for women falling outside of the distribution Jer men.

'This study, then, is indirect suppOrt for tie idea that speed of mental

tranSforMation is related'to spatial ability. The support is only indirect,

because no attempt was made to
correlate-psychometrically measured, ability

/With parameters of performance on the mental rotation task for this set of

subjects. "1ther, the argument rests on the assumption that these subjectss-
would show the same sex differences jn spatial ability that are characteristic

of otheripepulations. In any event, the studies of Kail and his associates

and darlielkstudies of mental rotation pi0;ide.compelling
evidence for individ-

ualual and group differences in the rate at which mental transformations on rep-
,

resentations of visual objects can be carried out.

Several recent programs of research have taken t further step of at-

tempting to relate measured spatial ability to paramcers of in4ormation-

processing tasks. We concentrate primarily on a seties of studies by'Egan

(1976, 1978, 1979,Note 5) although Lohman'(1979b)
has also reported an extensile

if not readily interpretable study along these -same lines. 'Egan's basic ap-

proach has been to recast items on.tests of visualization and orientation

abilities into an information-processing/later
framework. He then examines

the relationship between overall accuracy on the psychometric tests and latencyF.\

on the modified information-processing tasks. He goes on to develop process

models of the'operations underlying performance on the information-processing

45
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tasks, and he seeks 10 establish relationships between parameters of the

process models and psychometric measures of spatial ability.

In all his,studies, this subjects have been Aviation Officer Candidates

and Naval Flight Officer Candidates. An example of a psychometric test of

orientation ability that Egai has used is the,U.S. Navy's Spatial Appercep-.

a

Lion Test. In the standard version, the testeeis shown a particular aerial

view of a landscape, and he must select frod among five aillanes the one

oriented appropriately so that a.pilot Id the cockpit would see that particular

aerial vie). In the information- processing /latency version of this task, one

landscape paired with one airplane orientation, is presented on each trial-, and

the
\
subject must determine as rapidly as possible whether they are or are not

, correctly matched. An example of a psychometric test of Visualization ability

that he haS used is the Guilford-ZiTmerman.Aptitude Survey's Spatial Visualiza-

tien subtest. In the standard version, the testee'must mentally rotate an

alarm clock in a specified sequence, And then-select which of five depicted

cloCks matches the final Position in the sequence of transformationg. In the

latency version of this task, only one of the five alternative clocks is'shown

-- paired with another clock and the ecified sequenceof transformations--

and the subject must determine as rapidly as pcissible whether the test clock
)

accurately depicts the result of the set of mentfl rotations.

er
In some initial studies, Egan (1976, 1978) found the following pattern of

atidhshipsamonk thesaicuracy and latency measures on the psychometric tests

.
.

1
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and the modified information- processing versionsL Correlations among ac-

curacy scores both across tests and betWeen.the psychometric and information-

processing versions of a given test were generally high and positive. Also,
al

latency scores correlated positively across information,process'ing tasks..
4/

However, the correlations between accuracy and latency measures were gener-

ally low and negative.' This failure to find a correlation between the

accuracy 'and the reaction -time measures is not due to an unreliability in

the &action times; for, reliability of the latency measures was generally

as high as for the accuracy measures. Further evidence for the independence

of the accuracy and the rOactton-time indices-derives from a'factor analysis

of the matrix of intercorrelations, in which the latency tasks and the ac-,

curacy measure clearly loaded on separate Tac.tors (Egan, 1978).'

This pattern of results is puzzling, because the psychometric tests--=

on which overall accuracy is measured---are nonetheless taken under speeded

or time-limited conditions, thus, the speed with which the mental operations

440derlying completibm of individual item can be performed should presumaDly

be reflected in the overall accuracy scores. There are several possible --

reasons for this lack of relationship between reaction time and dccuracy.

First, the two measure? could be indices of separate aspectS of spatial

ability. Second, the latency measure could have nothing to do with spatial

ability, as measured on psychometric tests, but could rather reflect nothing

more than some "general" speed factor. We will consider this 'second possi-

bility in some detail in a later section of this paper.) The third and most

47,,E
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interesting possibility is that while accuracy and overall latency are

not correlated, it still could b that measured spatial ability correlates

with one or more,components of t reaction-time measure which reflect the

time required for differeht mental operations.

A

To evaluate this third possibility, Egan (1978, 1979, Note 5) developed pro-
,

cess Models of the mental operations in the reaction -tiee tasks and aXtemp-

ted to find relationships between7spatial ability measures and different

parameters of the models. We consider first his process model of the re-

aition-time.version of the orientation task. Briefly, the model proposes,

that the subject
fist

encodes the orientation shown in the aerial/hew aii

the orientation of the observer in the cockpit of the airplane in 'terms of

a number of different spatial dimensions (in the case of items on 4is task,

the dimensions would be extent of rotation about three different axes in

space). The values of the two encoded representations on these spatial

dimensions are then compared sequentially.," As soon as a mismatch is found,
0

the response "no" can be execaced, and the "yes." response can be executed -

only after, all three dimensions have been compared and f6und to match. This

model clearly 'predicts Nt the time taken to respond will increase as the

number bf dimensions.on which the two pictures match increases. The slope of

the 'reaction -time function should provide an estimate of the time for a single

dimensional comparison, and the intercept should reflect)the,time needed for

enCodineand response selection and execution.

4

4

a
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Egan (Note 5) fOund that the group data generally fit the model well, in that

latency scores increased linearly with the number of matching spatial di-. 6.

mensions. But to what extent mi'ght accueZ;scores, or measures of spatial

ability be related to either the rate of comparing spatial dimensions or to

speed of encoding and response processes' Correlations of intercepts,

, slopes, anddegtee of linearity 1 the reaction-time functions with spatial

ability measures revealed only two significant relationships. First, the

degree to which the latency functions weie linear was positively correlated

with measured spatial ability. Second, for a subset of the subjects, the
s

,intercept paramAir showed a significant negative correlation with ability

measures. That these results suggest is that the basic information-proces-

sing skill contributing to high scores onspatial ability tests is efficiency

or speed of encoding and response processes, rather than the efficiency

with which spatial dimensions can be compared! The degree of linearity of

thp reaction-time functions may reflect the extent to which subjects were
s

consistent in using tbe dimensional comparison strategy, and this, too, was

positively related to measured spatial ability.

A similar and somewhat disappointing picture emerges from an analysis of
oft,

the relationihIP' betweenhypoth6sized information-processing parame4prin

to Visualization task and psychometric me res of spatial ability. Egan's

(19'6, 19'8, 19'95 information-processing/latency version of the Visualization
.

test is basically the; mental rotation task discussed above. The intercept of

, the reaction time function can IA thought of as the time required to encode

O

Je

O
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the two visual objects in the pair, 6.:?Ompare them following the mental

rotation, and to select and execute, the appropriate response. The slope
Itt

provides an estimate of the .speed-of the actual process.of mental trims-

formation. (The model that Egan, 1976, 1978, 1979, pxoposes for this task

is slightly different-from the above account of the component processes in

mental rotation.. It derives from Just and Carpenter's, 1976, analysiS of

patterns of eye fixations while subjects perform a mental rotation task.)

As in his analysidtf the Orientation task, Egan (Not'S) found support front the

group data for his information processing. analysis of the Visualization task,

in that reaction 'time increased approximately linearly with the angular dif-

ference between the portrayed orientations of the two visual objects to be

compared. Howeer, correlations between the slopes of the functions for -

individual subjects and measures of spatial ability were generally quite

low,'while the correlation between intercept and accuracy (the ability
. .

.
. . .

measure} was a stigistiAlly,significant -.30.
.

Once Again:'it appears

.

that
i...4,

°

efficiency of e Aumparlson processes-'-notA a mentalrtOns-
. . Q

--''
. - -

,
aformation--is 4c asic4informatiop-prdCessA skill underlyingotial ability.

0,7,,,,
°

'dhe further aspect of Egan's data deserves mention.. ladditioft'to thelat,- :
: -

R ... , .

*-1 it ..-
I

c l',, 4 Q

ency versions of the psychometric tests, .he.iiiliitiedra- twoJchoicF reectiqn
:".1i ,

time task.task. Latency scores on this task had generally,dow dorrelltions,wi
.. r>°

accuracy measures s suggests that the significant correlation between _ !

..
0 t

. . 0

intercept and ability in the mental rotation task really does reflect gffi-

ciency of visual coding and comparison operations, rather than reaponsto

50.
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processes or a general speed factor, both of which are measured in the

choice reaction-time task.

In summary, tft Egan studies provide little support for the appealing

notion that the speed with which mental transformations such as rotation

or comparison of spatial dimensions can be carried out underlies measures

of spatial ability. Rather, speed of encoding operations is weakly though

statistically significantly related to the ability measures. A similar con-

clusion can be drawn from the work of Pellegrino, Glaser and their. associates

on the opeiations involved in the sblution of geometric analogies (see Glaser

& Pellegrino, 1978- 1979; Mulholland,
Pelllegrino, & Glaser, 1980; Pellegrino

& Glaser, 1980). In these studies, latencies for'solving geometricanalo:

gies varying in difficulty---both in terms of. the number of spatial}transform-

ations required and the number of visual elements that must be transformed--

have been examined, and components of the latency measures have been corre

lated with psychometr'c measures of ability. A full consideration of this

impressive bodyof work beyond the scope of the present paper. Two of
4 .4

their findings, however, relevant to the present discussion. First,

'measures-of the rate of trans rmational processing were not significantly cor-

related with ability measures. Second, Shere was a significant negative re-
.

lationship (r = -.44) between a 'lity scores and intercepts of the reaction-

time functions (see, also, Sternb rg, 1977).

Our tentative conclusion that basic processes of visual coding, represen-

Er
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tation, and comparison may contribute more to spatial ability than seemingly more

complex operations such as efficiency of Mental transformation does not
4

.go unchallenged. One obvious problem with this analysis comes from the

studies of developmental and sex differences in rate of mental rotation

that were discussed earlier (Kali et al., 1979; Kail et al., 1980).

Recall that in those studies both older subjects and, within an adult

sample, male subjects were found to have shallower reaction-time functions

(-faster rates of mental rotation) than younger subjects or females. These

findings suggest that spatial ability and transformation rate are related,

in that adults are generally more able than children and females tend to

score lower on tests of spatial ability than do males. The argument is

not conclusive, however, because no psychometric measures of,spatial abil-

ity were available for the subjects in these studies, so a direct col4rela-

tional analysis of mental rotation rate and ab

formed.

lity score could not be per-

A much more problematic finding' comes, from a recent study by Lansman (Note 1).

. I

In the portion of this study that is Felevant o_the present discussion,

Lansman found a strong correlation between scores on a Visualization fac-

tor and slopes of reaction-time funCtions,frOm a mental rotation task.

(The correlatio was .50,.with faster rotaters scoring higher on the abil-

ity measure than slower rotaters.) Furthe'rmore. no significant correlations
.

were obtained between this slope parameter and other ability factors, thUS -

strongly implicating efficiency of men;a1 transformation as a component of

speZifically mehtial ability. Lansman also reported a sigriificant correla-
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tion (-.25) between the spatial ability measure and the intercept para-

.., met. Finally, in marked contrast to Egan's (1976, 1978) results, a

high negative correlation emerged between overall latency on the rotation

task and accuracy on the spatial ability measure. It is difficult to in-.

terpret Lansman's results as reflecting an overall speed component in ability,

because the reaction-time measures on the mental rotation task correlated

almost exclusively with the Visualization factor, and not with other ability

factors. he crclude, then, that there is reasonable evidence for a relation-

ship between visual encoding processes and measured spatial ability, in that
1

the correlation between ability and intercept is ubiquitous. 4e Any evidence

for a relationship between mental manipulation speed and spatial ability

needs to be established more firmly, however.

fn concluding this section on spatial ability ,we would like to point

briefly to two potentially fruitful directious for research on basic infor-

mation-processing skills underlying spatial ability measures. One research

avenue might involve assessing the telationship,between_spatial ability and

components of information-processing tasks not specifically derived from

items on psychometric tests. In most of the studies reviewed above, the in-

formation-nroceng tasks havel5een adaptations in a reaction-time framework

of individual items on psychometric tests of.spatial ability. Ourunderstand-
uu

ing of the component processes underlying spatial ability might benefit from
,

research in which other kinds of tasks that provide more general measures of

visual encoding and comparison operations (e.g., "same-different" visual match-

t
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ing) are examined in'terms of the relationships of the processes in these

tasks to measures of spatial.ability. (See Lansmari, Note 1, however, for an an-

t,-
successful attempt to relate parameters of a model Orth.sentence-picture

verification task to spatial ability.)

4

- A second research directiOn might involve exploring the rentionshin

between the cognitive processes underlying more "ecologicall), valid" spatial

informationproctssing tasks and psychometric measures of spatial ability. A'.

topic of considerable current interest in cognitive psyctiologv concerns the

way in whiCh information about the relationships tong objects and locations

an environment is acquired, represented internall),, and accessed for pur- .

1r

paes of making judgments about that environment or for purposes of-tctual

locomotion through the environment from one place to another (see, for example,

BNUm & Jonides, 1979; Loftus, 1976; Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Stevens &

Coupe, 1978, to mention but a few recent studies).

This research effort to understand the nature of the mental operations

rand representations underlying "cognitive mapping" has proceeded by and large

without a concern for detdrmining possible relationships between the processes

involvedingenerating and using cognitive maps and the processes contributing

to measures of spatial ability. There are several exceptions to this general\

statement. For example, Kozlowski and Bryant (1977) have successfully cor-

related self reports of "sense of direction" with performance on a task re-

lated to learning to locomote through an actual environment. Even re
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relevant for our purposes is a preliminary set of studies by Thornkke and

Stasz (1980). These investigators. have, been examining the factors that

make particular individuals more or less adept at learning to read ,naps of

fictitous environments. On the basis of an initial study, they identified

a variqp,:of processing s421,4tegies that appeared to underlie effective map
,=

learning. In a subsequent experiment, Thorndvke and Stasz demonstrated
k

(a) that certain of the learning.strategies were trainable, and (b) that

both hap-learning performance and success in the use of learning strategies
0

. were positively related to a psychometric measure of spatial ability. These

- initial results are suggestive, and they underscore the potential utility of

examing the relationship between the operations involved in learning and using

representations of the environment and psychometric measures of spatial ability.

Summary and Evaluation

Thus* we have considered`in some detail a number of studies designed

to uncover relationships between information-processing skills and measures of

ability. The goal of this-approach to studying individual differences is to

provide a theoretical fra mework for the analysis of human intelligence. That

is, rather than dewing ability as some "thing" or trait that is reflected in

a global test score, the effort has been to isolate basic perceptual and cog-,

nitive processes that distinguish higher from lqwer ability persons. To the

extent that this effort is'successful, we should be able to provide an account

of the nature of the mental operations -that Make individuals intelligent. But
.

ff
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how sucessful has this effort actually been 1Belou we briefh repel, the

central findings from experiments on individual differencein verbal ability,

reading ability, and spatial ability. he then point to problems in the in-
.

terpretation of the results of these experiments, as well as to more general

problems,with the information-processing apprOach to an andlNsi,;

Detailed and subtle methodological criticisms are beyondthe scope of our

discussion. However, several excelleht methodological papers have recently

appeared (see, for, example, BarOn & Ti'eiman, 1980; Carroll, 19-8, Hunt &

MacLeod, 1978; McClelland & Jackson, 19781.

Despite the-relatively large amount of experimental work, feq, consistent

findings have emerged from studies of the rerationshin between information-

processing tasks and'verbal ability. The one clear result, obtained by

virtually all investigdtors, is that high verbal subjects show a smaller

difference than do low verbal subjects between the time needed td determine

that two letters of different cases share the 'same name and the time needed
o

to determine that two physically identical letters are the same (the NI-PI

difference). The general interprets ko of this result is that high Verbal

subjects enjoy faster access to overlearned codes in memory(letter names)

than do lowverbal subjects. High verbal subjects may also have more rapid

and efficient memory scanning and comparison operations, particularly- when

the reference group is yen low ability subjects (Hun :, 19-8) or children

(Keating and Bobbitt, 1978).

7
Related"to the NI-PIdifference between high and low verbal subjects,
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studies of reading ability have consistently found that good readers can more

quickly access the name of a letter code in memory (the Posner task). This

ability; which accounts ka. about LOt of the variance ih reading ability, is not

restricted to letter codes. Better readers can more efficiently access the

name meaningful Visual pattern, even when practice with the pattern is

hdld constant (Jackson; Note 2).17,_ g% many investigations have indicated that

41
modality-independent language comprehenion skills 'account for the bulkithe

variance in reading ability, Frederiksen (19-8) has offered a component process
tt

model of reading and devised simple reaction-time tasks for isolating those

processes which in one study accounted for nearly all the valliance in reading

ability in a sample of high school students.
J .

In the area of spatial ability, the picture is complicated by conflict-

ing findings. However, one result that tends to emerge quite consistently is

that the intercept of the function relating reaction time to extent of spatial

transformation is significantly negatively correlated with spatial ability. An

interpretation of this negative correlation is that high spatial subjects are

faster at visual encoding and comparison operations than are low spatial sub-

jects. It may also be that high spatial subjects are faster at performing

mental transformations (measured by the slope of the reaction-time function),

but the evidence is mixed (see, in particular, Egan, 1978, and Lansman. Note 1).

Even fof the few information-procesfibg differences that have been found
APet

to relate to individual differences in ability, there are problems of theoreti-

cal interpretation. We divide these problems into two general categories--

57
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problems relating to the possibility of a general speed factor and problems de-
A

riving from the adequacy o the eoretical analysis of the information-proces-

sing tasks. With regard to the posse ility of a geneal speed factor: we

should note that in virtually all of the information processing tasks iscus-
,

sed above, response tune, has been the chief dependent variable of interest.
,

.

Andcorrelations between reaction time and AIoility 16vel or the magnitude of

reaction time differences that relate to ability have constituted the evidence

for basic information-processing factors in intelligence. But -, could it not

be the case that the effiCiency of cdmponent processing operations--presum-

ablymeasured by the cognitive'tasks--have little
or nothing to do with

measured ability' Rather, more able individuals could simply be faster at

hitting response buttons than less able individuals, and hence the correlations

between performance on reaction-time tasks and ability level could emerge.

It 4 very difficult to eliminate this possibility of a general speed '

difference between high and low ability subjects in the case of' many of the

experiments that we have discussed. However, in some of the lOodies, there

is at least indirect evidence that overall speed is not the sole determinant

of the relationship between performance on information processing tasks and
.

ability. For example, Jackson and McClelland (1979) failed to find a statis-

tically significant reaction-time difference between fast and average readers

in either a dot-pattern matching task or a physical-identity letter matching t

task, but the times for the two groups did differ reliably on a name-identity

letter matching task. Presumably, if the chief difference between the fast

,
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and average readers is one of general speed, then the time required for

visual pattern matching (measured by the dot pattern and the physital-

identitx letter pattern tasks)--as well as the time needed for name-iden-

It.ty letter matching--should have been less for the high than for the

flower ability subjects. Another example of a finding that argues against a

general speed factor comes from Egap (1978). Recall thathe obtained very '
6 .

,low correlations between choice reaction time and spatial ability while ob-

taining considerably higher correlations between ability and ether reaction-/

time parameters from his
information-processing tasks. Similarly, Keating

sand Bobbit (1978) found higher correlations among reaction-time parameters'

which were theoretically related'than among paramters that were not hypothl

-esized to be related. Again, if overall response speed -- rather than the

efficiency of particular processing operations-- ies differences in

ability, then all of these correlations bdiween bility d reaction-time '

parameters and between the reaction-time parameters themselves should have

been roughlli equal.

There is evidence, though, that strongly suggests that a general speed

factor may Contribute substantially to the relatioliship between performance

on information-processing tasks and ability. Jensen (Note 6) has amassed consider-
able evidence for correlations between various parameters

from reaction-time tasksr,

and general measures of ability. Irideed, by combining certain parameters in

a multiple regression equation,
Jensen shows that about 50% of the variance in

measured ability can be accounted fpr. Perhaps more relevant to the issue of

a general speed factor are Jensen's
(Note 6; Jensen f, Munro, 1979) own studies on ,
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the relationship of reaction time and movement time to\ntelligence. In

this paradigm, the subject must lift a finger from a home key when 1,2,4,

or 8 lights, arranged Ina semicircle around the home key, go(es) on. The

subject must then turn off the lightoby touching aimicroswitch directly

below it. The time taken to lift the finger off the home key, once the

light has appeared, is defined as the subject's reaction time. The time

taken actually to ttrn off the light, once the finger has been raised, is

the subject's movement time. Jensen and Munro (19'9) have reported a -.39

correlation between reaction time and scores on the Raven Standard Frogres-

,

sive Matrices (Raven, 1960) and a correlation of -.43 between movement -time

and Raven scores. Note that these correlations are as high as those obtained

between ability measures and reaction-time parameters from information-proces-

sing tasks. ,Furthermore, it is difficult to argue that the same operations

that theoretically.underlie performance on the information-piocessinb tasks

(encoding, memory access, etc.) are involved in the simple task that Jensen

is studying' Jensen and Munro's (19,79) dqta strongly suggest a relationship

between overall speed and ability scores. However, the.theoretical interpre-

,tation of this relationship between speed and iritelligence is not clear.

From these data, Jensen concludes only that intelligence tests "tap funda-

mental processes involved in individual differences in intellectual ability

and not merely differ

background" '(Note 6,

es in specific knOwledge, acquired skills, or cultural

1).

If one accepts the notion that, relationships between processing parameters

60
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in cognitive tasks and ability measures reflect more than a general, speed

factbr, then problems with the interpretation of these relptionships still

remain. This second set of problems concerns the theoretical adequacy of

the analysis of the component processes required by the information-proces-

sing,tasks. stated simply, am interpretation of a reaction-time difference

between groups in an information- processing task or a correlation of reaction
WI%

time with -ablitlitv will only he as good as the theory of the component operations

undoclving performance on the information-processing task. \This is why,

throughout, we have praised studies in which an attempt has been made to es-'

rahlish'Lionstrwct validity for processing operations in various cognitive tasks.

ksan example f the relationship between theory in cognitive psychology

and the interpret, ion of sources of individual differences, consider the
A

sentence picture verification task (Clark &Chase, ikait of al. (197S)

'found that high verbal Suh,ects had
a smaller effect of-negation thah did low

.
verbal subject.s. on reaction times for both encoding a jnitialbi presented

sentence and for comparing the sentence with a subsequently presented picture,

Their interpretation of this difference was tied to then-current theory of

the nature of the mental operations and representations Involved in the sentence-

picture verification situation. In Subsequent work, Lansman (Note I.) has explored

further possible relationships between ability factors and performance on this

task. She found that both the information-processing model proposed by Clark

and Chase (19'21 and a modification of this model introduced by Carpenter and

Just (19-S) accounted for about 9-0 of the variance 4n the group mean reaction

tune data. She went on to perform an invididual differences analysis of the

G.
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sort suggested by Underwood (1975) as a test of the adequacy of the infor-

mation-processingmodels. This was accomplished by deriving parameters from

the reaction-time data that, according to the two models, provided measures

of essentially the same underlying mental processes, and then correlatihg these

two parameters across individual subjects. The results of this analysis and

the derivation of the model parameteis are too complex to be co eiered in

detail here. hhat Lansman (Note 1) found, essentially, was that two of tc16. para-

0 .
meters which theoretically provided measures of the same mental process,

according to both of the models, correlated only .03 across individuals. And,

if the cognitivedmodels of the sentence-picture verification task wereindeed

accurate, then these measures should have been highly correlated across in-

**
dividual subjects.

'

that Lansmap's analysis suggests is that neither the Clark and Chase

//
(1972) nor the Carpenter and Just (1975) model gives an adequate account of

the processes underlying performance in the sentence picture verification

task. In the absence of an adequate theory of an information-processing

task, any interpretation of individual cliff rences in performance on the task

becomes virtually impossible. (In Lan iftdy, onlyweak relationships

betwein ability factors'imd reaction-time parameters were found.) It should

be noted that the sentence-picture Aterification paradigm is particularly vul-

nerable to this criticism. In addition to the Lansman (Note 1) study, MacLeod

Hunt and Mathews (1978) have reported substantial individual differences in

strategies used to compare sentences with pictures. Glushko and Cooper (1978)

ft
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have also demonstrated that seemingly minor variations in temporal parameters

of the task can lead to gross changes in st egies within individual subjects.

The general point, however, which extends beyond the sentence-picture verifi-

cation task, is that interpretation of information-processing differences and

their relation to differences An ability is only as powerful and adequate as

current theory in cognitive psychology.

There are several issues in the interpretation of processing differences

that are related to the general point of the adequacy of models of cognitive

tasks.4 One of these issues concerns the specificity of the processes that

distinguish higher fro m'10wer ability persons. That is, when we find that

a parlhai.lar parameter of performance on arvaction-time task disfinguishes,

high from low'ability subjects, are we to attribute the underlying processing

difference to some aspect of the ta.Vk or to the efficiency of some more basic,

general mental operation' Often, this is a difficult question to resolve.

Consider, for example, Jackson and!McClellanes (1979) finding that good and

poor readers differed more, in terms of reaction-time performance, on a

homonym matching task than on the standard'Posner name-identity'letter match-
.*

ing task. At first blush, this result suggests that phonological processes --

presumably tapped by the homonym task -- contribute more to differences in

reading ability than does a general factor of access to overlearned codes in

memory. However, when Jackson and kICClelland partialled out the contribution

of name-identity matching to effective reading speed, the relationship be-

tween the homonyn task and ability became negligible. So, the more general
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operation of memory access, rather than phonological processing per'Se,

was responsible for the differences in reading ability. Another obvious

example of this issue of general versus specific information-processing

skills comes from the work of Jackson (Note 2) showing that retrieval of general

conceptual categories, rather than specific access to letters names, medi-

ates the difference.between good and poor readers on performance in the

Posner letter-matching task situation..

A second issue in interpreting the relationship between reaction -time

and ability differences concerns the precise location of the source of in-

davidual variation in the information-processing sequence. To the extent
P

that we adopt the view that component information processes are interactive

and interdependent---rather than strictly serial or parallel, and independent
,

then it will be difficult to determine just which processes contribute to

individual differences in ability. For, differences in lower-level proces-

ses, such as.accessing learned information from memory, will influence the

efficiency of operation of higher level processes as well. McClelland and

Jackson (1978) elaborate this point, with respect to the particular example

of information- processing determinants of reading ability.. Quoting them,

It is also worth noting that accessing information in memory

may Welk influence other important components Of the reading

process as well. Within the context of models in ttich all

components of the process are strongly interdependent (e.g.,

Rumelhart, 1977) it is clear that accessing syntacti ,

semantic, and lexical information in memory musf'be
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important determinant not only of comprehension itself,

but of the actual process of picking up information from

the printed page. Faster access to the semantic and syn-

tactic properties of words picked up in one reading fixation

will leave the faster reader in a better position to use

contextual information to infer letters and words he has

not fully processed from the page, and to guide the move-
,

ments of the eye to an advantageous position for picking

up haformiiion on the next fixation. Indeed, if we adopt

an interacti4 model of reading, there is hardly any aspect
'V

of the reading pnkicess which will not be facilitated by .

more efficient access to information in memory. (pp. 200-201)

The final issue that ke mention concerning interpretation tjf infor;-_,

jpation-proJessing skills underlying individual differences in ability is

the temporal stability of the demonstrated or hypothesized processing

differences,. The studies reiiewed above are essentially silent on this

matter. While certain "reaction -time differences (e.g., the difference

between the times for name identity and physical-identity letter matching)

have been shown to be stable correlates of verbal and reading ability

acorss different variations of,the matching task, different groups of

adult subjects, and different developmental levels, there has been vir-

tually no attempt to shoW that given groups of subjects that differ in

ability also continue to differ in tiv magnitude of an information-proces-

sing difference over time. The demonstration of such temporal stability
0

of processing differences--alleged to constitute sources of individual

differences inability- -would seem important to establish.

65



In concluding this section, we'must note that, despite the initial

promise of the attempt to combine psychometric and information-processing

approaches to the study of individual differences, the magnitude of the

relationships between ability measures and basic processing parameters

appears.to be small. Correlations between psychombtric measures of

ability and information-processing operations have hovered around .50.

Why might it be teat component information-processing skills fail to

.account for much of the variance in ability scores? There are several

possibilities all of which could be contributAng to the weakness of

these relationships.

One possibility is thaf the ability measures that have been correlated

with performance differences on information-prCicessing tasks are sumly

too global and that higher correlations could be obtained between processing

parameters and more refined subscales of ability. Another possibility is

that tie informationwocessing tasks that have been studied are not sensi-

tive enough to reveal sources of.individual differences. A related idea

(discussed in more detail above) is that of these cognitive tasks

are inadequate, leading to the selection of inappropriate processing par-

ameters.for correlational analyses with.ability differences. Still a

third possibility is that basic information-processing skills in fact are
4 114.

weak determinants o? individual differences in ability. In the case of

verbal ability, in particular, it is quite conceivable that general knowl-

edge_faetors influence test scores more heavily than do component content

Yree perceptual and cognitive facto'rs. At a more general level, it could

be that while differences in basic information-processing skills provide

A
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a-reliable (if small) contribution
to individual differences in ability,

strategies for selecting component perceptual and cognitive operations

and flexibility in attentional factors provide an even greater contribu-

tion. e coMiier this final possibility in more detail in the following

section.

The pole of Strategies and.Attention

in Individual Differences Abilitye

The generally low correlations between basic information-processing

parameters and individual differences in ability have led to the suspicion

that other, more flexible aspects of cognitive functioning may make more.

11Psubstantial contributions to intelligence thawdo low-level processing

skills._ These additional aspects may include strategies--the methods

that one selects for approaching a task qr solving a probtem--and general

attentional factors. This point is certainly not a novel one. Hunt

(1974), for ekample, hasdisiinguished between two quite different strate-

gies for completing items
on the,Raven Progressive Matrix Test of general

iHtelligence. One strategy is based,on an algorithm that relies on.Gestalt-like perceptual factors, and the other strategy is more analytic

in nature._ Sternberg (1977),.too,
has- emphasized the importance of

strategies, or the orqr in whych component processing operations are

combined, in the solution of analogy items._

Recently, both Baron (19'8) and Hunt (1978, 1980} have pointed to

several sources of individual differences in intelligence., The basic

distinction that Baron makes is between capacities, or unmodifiable d000r

v00

0
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information-processing limitations, and strategies, or modifiable pro-

"
cedures for organizing cognitive processes in acquiring knouledge and

solving probly: Hunt's distinction is basically the sane, but to the

list of sources of individual differences in competence he adds general°

attentional resour es or "cognitive energy." Baron (19-8)-argues..

-.,

vigorously or the importance of strategies in ability differences, and

he darshalls considerable empirical.evidence--primarily from deelop-,

mental studies ankiwork)on human memor\--in support of his argument.'

He concludes this provocative paper by speculating about the nature of

central strategies (those which transfer to both 1,TTria familiar

situations) that mielt make some people appear more intelligent than

others. The central strategies that Baron considers most.unportant In-

dude.' relatedness search, the strategy of searching memory for items

related in some way to an item that is pres'ented; stimulus analysis, the

strategy of-processing a stimulus in terms of its component parts of

dimensions; and checking, the strategy of suppressing an initial response

in order to evaluate other possibilties. In the section belo%,c too

. f"

emphasize the contribution of strategies to indkvidual`differences in

performance. Our discussion has two parts. In the first, we provide

evidence for a relationship between strategies and differences in measured
I

ability. In the second, we selectively review evidence for qualitative

individual differences in strategies whose relationship to intelligence

is less clear. he conclude this section with a brief consideration of,

individual differences, in attentional resources and mechanisms.

ts,

(10
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Strategies

One reason why it is difficult to study strategies experimentally

is that we rarely have a clear notion of what sorts ofstrategies are

available for performing cognitive tasks until we observe compelling

individual or group differences inatterns of data. Once we have

isolated different strategies
in this fashion, we can ask further clues-

? Lions concerning their trainability or manipulability by performing

eXTeriments in which different groups of subjects
are instructed to use

one strategy or another. A very nice set of studies following essentially

this line of reasoning and,
urther, providing evidence about the rela-

tionship of strategies to ability, has recently been reported by MacLeod,

Hunt, and MatheWs (1978) and by Hunt (1980). In the initial experiment,

MacLeod et al. had two aims. They were interested both i testing al-

terative models of the
sentence-picture verification tas and in relating

performance on the task to psychometric
measures of verbal,, reading,

and spatial abilities. Both of the models, one proposed byClark and

Chase (1972) and the other proposed
by Carpenter and Just (1975), assume

that subjects use a linguistic
strategy in performing the task, in that

'they encode both the
initially-presented sentence and the subsequently-

Tresented picture into propositional representations for purposes of

comparing the,two. The models differ primarily-in the nature of the

matching operation, but both models predict that the variables of nega=

tion and lingui4ic markedness
should increase the time taken to perform

the verification operation.

69
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In MacLeod et al.''s procedure, the time taken to encode oT compre-

he* the initial sentence and the time taken to perform the subsequent

verification were measured separately The fit of the Orp6nter ;Ind Just

model to the group mean verifiLation-time data for different ,entente

types was impressive. The model accounted for 89.4", of the'ariance in

reaction times. However,.correlatrons for indlsidual subjQcts'between

model predi*tions and verification times were quite variable, ranging

from .998 t6'2.827. In order to investigate these individual differ-
s

ences in more detail', they divided their subjects into groups that were

'"well fit" and "poorly fit" by the model. The data from the "well fit"

group showed strong effects of the linguistic variables (captured in

ithe difference sentence types)°, while the data from the "poorly- fit"

group showed virtually no effect of the linguistic variables.

The failure to find linguistic effects in the "poorly fit" group

suggests that they may use a fundamentally different strategy in compar-

ing sentenc s and pictures. One such strategy--primarily spatial in

naturewould, INolse generating a visual image of the relationship between

101400.

the elements described in the sentence during the comprehension interval

and then directly; corfaring this generated visual image against the

picture during the verification interval. Contrast this with the "lin:-
4

guistic" strategy of converting the picture PlitO a propositional repre-

sentation for.purposes of comparison with the linguistically-encoded

repre§entAtion of the sentence. The .use of these different strategies

suggests several hypotheses concerning group differences in the pattern

of reaction-time results. Specifically, the spatial strategy should

'0
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require considerable processing time during comprehension--when a visual,

image of the elements related in the Sentence is being generated--and

little processing time during verification"-when the generated image is

being directly compared with the picture. 'The linguistic strategy should

yield Just the opposite pattern.
During comprehension, the sentence is

being linguistically encoded, and this encoding should be relatively

rapid. During verification, however, the picture must be converted into

a linguistic representation, and it must be compared with the interal

representation of the sentence. The MacLeod t al. data confirm these

predictions nicely. The "poorly fit" group h longer comprehension

times than did the "well fit" group, as they should were they using a

-spatial/imaginal strategy. And, the "poorly fit" gfoup also had shorter

verification times than did the "well fit" group, which is again consis-

tent with the proposed differences in their strategies.

Even more intriguing are the relationships that MacLeod et al.

found, between strategy use and psychometric measures of ability.. Phrtial .

correlations between verbal ability (with spatial ability held constant)

end verification time were -.44 for the "well fit" group and -.05 for the

"poorly fit" group. Similar correlations with spatial ability were .07

for the "well fit" and -.64 for the "poorly fit" groups. There was a

significant correlation (.55) between sex and verificativ. time for the

/ "poorly"'fit group, bUt not for the "well fit" group. This provides

additional evidence that the "poorly fit" sulojects were using a spatial

strategy, in light of the relationship between sex and spatial ability.

Finally, inspection of the actual test scores of the two groups of.

71
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subjects revealed that they did not differ with respect to verbal ability,

but the "poorly fit" group had considerably higher spatial ability scores.

In conclusion, this study presents a variety of converging evidence

concerning the use of alternative strategies in a "simple" information-

processing situation. If strategy choice can alter performance so _

markedly on this sentence-picture verification task, then the potential

impact of strategy selection on the solution of more complex problems,

undoubtedl>' including items on tests of intelligence, may be great in-

deed. The relationships between strategy use and psychometric measures

of ability are some of the most intriguing of the MacLeod et al. results,

particularly the finding that subjects with high spatial ability tended

to rely on a visual strategy. Does this mean that strategy "selection"

is in some sense automatic7-dictated by one's relative ability and not

under conscious control? The results of a recent study by Mathews, Hunt,

and MacLeod (cited in Hunt, 1980) suggest quite the opposite. These

investigators replicated the pattera of data from the original MacLeod

et al. experiment, this time predicting correctly) in adyance on the

basis of psychometric scores which subjects should adopt spatial and

which should adopt linguistic strategies. In later phases of the experi-

ment, the same subjects were instructed concerning use"df-fhe two

strategies, and it was found that they could. behave infacCord with either

L

of the strategies when instructed appropriately: Thus, while an individ--

ual's-choiee of the type of strategy to apply--when optional--Qay be

related to relative ability, there nonetheless appears to be considerable

flexibility and trainability in.strategy selection.
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This conjecture is supported by recent studies by Sternberg and

Weil (1980). 'These investigators presented subjects with linear

syllogisms of the form, "X is taller than 1, 1 is taller than :, who

hvpothesized.that the strategies used by subjects

to sore these problems would be
related to their levels of verbal

and spatial abilities. (lie hypothesis was confirmed, with response

times of siiMts who used a linguistic strategy being correlated with

verbal ability, but not with spatial ability scores. The reverse

cofnlational pattern was obtained for subjects identified as using

a spatial strategy for solving the syllogisms. Of additional interest

in this study is the finding
that instruction as to which of several

alternative strategies to adopt led to clear differences in the nature

of the models that best fit the data.

There are other sources of evidence for qualitative individual dif-

ferences in the perceptual and cognitive operations that are used to

perform a given task. One of these sources comes from the literature

on "cognitive styles." Detailed consideration of this lalge and complex

Literature is beyond the scope of our diSEIssion (but,
see-Messick, 1976,

for'a recent review). he mention this literature only because there

are suggestions that certain cognitive styles may reflect strategy dif-

ferences, and that these differences ar e related to intelligence. Witkin
\

(1964) presents evidence that the "field independence-field
dependence"

dimension of cq nitive style correlates with intelligence, with more

intelligent sail ect4 being More field independent. 3elniker anTieffrey

(in press) suggest that the "impulsive-refletive" dimension of'
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cognitive style in children derives frop strategies for attending to

global versus detailed aspects of visual stimuli. And there is some

evidence, though conflicting, that reflective children (those who

process stimulus details) score. higher on nomerbal intelligence tests

(Nesser,1976).

'Another source of evidence for individual differences in per-

ceptual and cognitive strategies comes from recent experiments in the

information-processing tradition. In these experiments, strategy dif-

ferences have typically not been related to psychometric measures of

intelligence. We consider these experiments important, though, because

they purport to demonstrate qualitative processing differenceS between

individuals in relatively simple perceptual and cognitive tasks--tasks

often similar to those used in the search for basic information-process-

ing correlates of ability. . To the extent that individual differences

in strategies are apparent in even basic information-processing situa-

tions, we have reason to believe that they, must operate as well in more=

complex forma of intellectual behavior. Below, we review some of these

experiments in more detail.

One set of studies on individual differences in modes of perceputal

W
processing comes from the work Coo er and her collaborators on visual

"same-different" pattern matching (see, in particular, Cooper, 1976,

1980a, 1980b; Cooper and Podgorny, 1976). In the basic paradigm in

which the processing differences were first discovered, subjects,were

required to determine is rapidly as possible whether two successively
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. presented random polygons were the same or different in shape, The

second (test) polygon presented
was either identical to the first

(standard) or it differed by
a random perturbation in shape. Further,

the "different" probes Varied in their rated similarit) to the standards.

Inspection of the data of individual
subjects revealed two dis-

tinctly different patterns. For the larger subset of subjects, "dif-

ferent" reaction time descreased monotonically as dissimilarity betweenA
the standard and the test shape increased. "Same" reaction time was

intermedipte in speed-faster than the slowest (most highly similar)

"different" response, but slower than the fastest (most dissimilar)

"different" response. For the smaller subsqt of subjects, "different"

reaction time was unaffected by similarity'of
the test shape to the

standard, and average "same" reaction time was faster than any average

."different" time. This second,group of subjects was also considerably

faster overall than the first group. Furthermore, despite the marked

differences in their reaction-time
performance, the two groups of ''ilb-

jects did not differ in either the
magnitude or the patteen of their

errors. For bath groups, error rate
decreased monotonically with in-

creasing dissimilarity between the standard and the test shape.

The constellation of differences in patterns of performanceinvolv-

ing overall response time, sensitivity of reaction time to.similarityNt4.

relative speed of the "same" and the
"different" responses; and the

relationship between reaction time and error rate--led Cooper (1976,

1980a; Cooper & I3odgorny, 1976)
to argue that the txto types of subjects

4
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used quite different mental operations in comparing a memory represen-
t

tation of a visual shape with another, externally-presented visual

test shape. The subjects who were affected by similarity could be

using an analytic comparison strategy, comparing the memory represen-

tation of the standard and the visual test shape feature by feature.

This would exp in the decrease in reaction time with increasing dis-

similarity, because the more features that distinguish the memory

representation from the test stimulus, the earlier will the comparison
4

process succeed in finding one or more of those differences. The sub-

, sects who were unaffected by similarity could be using a more holistic

comparison strategy, performing a parallel, template-like.comparison;

in an attempt to verify that the memory representation and the test

shape are the same. This holistic "sameness" comparison would explain

both why the "same" responses of these subjects are faster than their

"different" responses and why the "different" responses are not affected

by similarity. For, the "different" response could be made by default

if the "same" comparison failsrequiring no further stimulus analysis.

(For more details concerning the nature of these hypothesized comparison

ftrategies, see Cooper, 1976, 1980a.)

1

Having isolated these performance diffeiences in a number of in-

dependent experiments, (1980a; 1980b) went on to consider the

related questions of (a) idiether additional evidence for the nature Of

underlying comparison strategies could be obtained, and (b) whether astrategies

given individual's comparison strategy could be changed by various

stimulus and judgmental manipulations. Unlike the Mathews et al. results,

u
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informal observation suggested that in, the visual comparison task sub-
\

jects could not modify their natural strategies by mere instruction as

to the nature of the alternative strategy.

On the other hand, Cooper was successful in a series of experiments

in causing some subjects to change to an alternative strategy by creat-
\ e

ing information-processing demands that naturally drew upon one strategy
. I

type or the'other. Some of the central findings can+be summarized as

follows: When the "same-different" task is modified to incorporate the

e-)

explicit detection of differences between the standard and he test

shapes (by requiring subjects to determine the approximat location of

a differing feature), some "holistic" subjects will switch to an "analytic"

strategy. Presumably, this is because the detection of differing features

. 441*is a natural part of the analytic strategy, bu. t this information is not

available to the holistic comparison operation. hhen the visual materials

used in the comparison task are multidimensional stimuli (two alternative

shapes of two alternative colors and sizes), then all subjects show re-

sults consistent with an analytic mode of processing. Presumably this is

because stimuli composed of such separable dimensions (c.f., Garner, 1

19741 cannot be integrated into a holistic internal representation and
%.

used as a basis for visual comparison. On the other hand, when the visual

materials used in the comparison task are photographs of human faces

varying in their rated similarity, almost all subjects give results con-
.

sistent with a holistic mode of procesing. This finding is suggestive

in light of thf current belief that configural properties ofaaces make

them difficult to analyze in terms of their component parts or,features
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(see, e.g., Carey & Diamond, 1977). So, these and other findings

(Cooper, 1980a, 1980b) indicate that individual subjects approach

even this very simple visual information-processing task with dif-

ferent preferred strategies which are, to some extent; manipulable

with changes in judgmental requirements and variables of stimulus

. structure.,

To what extent might there be a relationship between ability and.

choice or use of a holistic or analv is comparison strategy? It is

very difficult to evaluate th. question, because in Cooper's studies

the sample sizes were quite small, and no psychometric measures of

ability were avilable for these subjects. It is worth noting, how-

ever, that the subjects were drawn from a population which most likely

is relatively honogeneous with respect to ability scores. Many (in

some studies, the majority) of the subjects were graduate students

and faculty at universities. It is also the case that the two types

of processors did net diffei in their overall mangitude or pattern

of error rates,,so neither strategy type produced more itccess at

AA
the task as indexed by the error rate measure. It could be argued

that in terms of optimizing all aspects of performance, the holistic

strategy is Ipperior to the analytic strategy. For, the holistic

subjects have faster response times thail the analytic subjectss they

fail to show effects of simil ity, and they do this with no detect-

able cast in errors. The holis is subjects also seem more flexible

in adopting alternative strategy s than do the analytic subjects

(CoOPer,'unpublished data). But is account is merely speculative,
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going beyond the data. While any relationship between these processtng

strategies and ability remains elusive, the existence of marked individ-

ual differences it preferred modes of processing visual information

Seems relatively clear.
6 V

. flock and his associates (Hock, 1973, Hock, Gordon, &'Ma'rcus, 197.4;
Om

Hock, Gordon, & Go14, 1975; Hock & Ross, 1975) have proposed an infor-

mation-processing dichotomy in "same-different" visual pattern matching

tasks w ich, superficially, seems related to the "holistic"-"analytic"

distinc aon proposed by Coopej. (1976, 1980a,..1980b; Cooper & Podgorriy,

Basically, Hock's earch strategy consists of manipulating some

aspect'of.stimufus'structure in a "same-different" comparison task.

For example, Hock (1973) presented pairs of dot patternskor "same-

different" comparison, and those dot patterns &uld be either symmetrical

or,asymmetrical and familiar or unfamiliar (manipulated by both pre-

training and by rotating pretrained patterns 180-degrees from their

familiar orientation). Mean "same" reaction-tithe di rences attributable

to the stimulus manipulations are then computed for each subjects In the

case of the Hock (1973) study, this consisted of determining, for individ-

ual subjects,, the difference between reaction time.to asymmetrical and

symmeqical patterns and the difference between reaction time to familiar

and unfamiliar (rotated) patterns. These reaction-time-differences are

then'correlated, and ;Alen a statistically significant pos'itive correlation

is eb ned, it is argued that there are individual dafferencesiinirstrate-

gies for processing visual information, (Additional stimulus factors

ha lock and his associates have investigated in essentially the's e
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way include physically-identical versus name-identical letter pairs,

Hock et al., 1975, and intactness versus embeddedness of familiar

visual figures, Hock et al., 1974.)

Hoik characterizes these putative individual differences as

emphases on,"structural" versus "analytic" modes of processing visual

stimuli. The "structural" subjects are those who are affected by the

stimulus manipulations, and they are thought to process visual material

on the basis of configural information. The "analytic" subjects are

relatively unaffected by the stimulus manipulations, and they are claimed

At
to process visual material, on the basis of component parts or features.

There are two central questions that can be raisedlconcerning Hock's

classification of individuals as "structural" versus "arNlytic" processors

of visual information. First, is there any reason to believe that this

"structural"/"analytic" distinction corresponds to the 41iplistic"/

411.

"analytic" distinction proposed by Cooper? Second, and more important,

mpelling are Hock's evidence and arguments for individual

differe es in modes of perceptual processing?

With respect to the first issue, there are several reasons for

questioning a possible relationthip between the processing differences

proposed by Hock and those-:OopOsed,by Cooper. First, the differences

that Hock reports are quantitative--inferred from correlational evidence

- and are found for "same" response times only. The differences that

Cooper reports are more qualitative -based on patterns of performance-

and are obtained for boths"same" and ifferent" response types. Second,

SO
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the "structural" subjects in Hock's experiments (presumably correspond-

ing to the "holistic" subjects in Cooper's exPeriments) are generally

_slower overall than the "analytic" qi0iects. Cooper finds just the

opposite, with "holistic" subject> consider:1bl), faster than "analyticY

ones. Turd, and perhaps most .onclusiel, Cooper (unpublishe'd data)

performed an experiment using groups of "holistic" and "analytic"

subjects in which the same stimulus factors manipulated by Hock et al.,4 -

'(1975) -Qorientation of letter pairs and physical versus name idential

matches--were used. There has no systematic difference 14 the sensi-

tivity of the reaction-time performance of the tw6 groups of subjects

to these stimulus factors.

With respect to the second issue, inspection of the data from

llock'4 experiments reveals that the evidence for group differences in

performance is surprisingly weak. Arguments for the "structural"!

"analytic" processing dichotomy derive from correlational evidence,

---
and these correlations are generally basCd on a small number of subjects

and frequentl\ achierx only marginal levels of statistical significance

(e.g., in Hock, 187.3, r=.60, p <.05, \ -24; in Hock, Gordon, E Marcus,

1974, r=.73, p<.001, N=32 for Experimaa 1, but r=.40, p<.05, N=32

for Experiment 2; in Hock f Ross, 1975, r=.41, p<.05, N=24)'. Even

more disturbing, in some cases these correlations appear to be the

result of the presence of a small number of extreme observations

(see, in particular, Carroll's (1973) reanalysis of the Hock, 1973,

data after elimination of these extreme cases). There another

quite different, reason for questioning flock's division of subjects
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into "structural" and "analytic" groups. This is the lack of a theo-

retical basis for predicting which type of information processor should

be relatively more affected by which sorts of zlimulus manipulations.

That is, the performance difference that Hock ana his associates report

is betweeh subjects who are relatively more or less affected by-stimulus

manipulations. But they provide no independent reason for predicting

that lack of sensitivity. to stimulus variables should necessarily

Imply "analytic" as opposed to "structural" procesS'Ing-. We conclude,

then, that the evIdenderanearguTents foA,the "structur,a1"/"analytic"

processing difference are inconclusive, and that even if valid, this

difference bears little relation to the individual differences in modes

of visual comparison reported by Cooper.

As a final candidate for possible qualitative individual differences

in perceptual and cognitive prdtessingrather unlike the visual compari-
4

sill differences discussed above- -we consider the work of Day (1970,'1973a,

1973b). Day (1970) has reported that when presented with components of

words to the two ea at approximately the same tune (e.g., "lanket" to

one ear and "banket' to the other), people differ markedly in what they

report hearing. me individuals report the two components as fused'

(i.e., they report hearing the word\ "blanket"), while other individuals

report the two omponents separately- (i.e., they report hearing "lanket"

and "blanket" i dividually). Wien number of individuals is plotted

against fusi n rate,,the distribution is .strongly bimodal_pa</1970),

suggestin: he possiblity of qualitative individual difference in per

ceptual processing. Furthermore, individuals who tend to fuse items

Q2
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in this dichotic listening task are also poor at determining which of

No items, presented separately to the No ears, arrived first (Day,

197ay.. They also have shorter digit spdns than do non-fusers (Day,

1973a), andthey are less successful at learning a "secret language"

in which the "r" sounds in words must be pronounced as "1" sounds,

and vice versa(Day, 1973b).

Day has attributed the source of individual differences 6 the

way in'which the two types of subjects encode
information from the

:environment. The .people who tend to fuse-in the dichotic listening

.task, or the "language-bound" subjects, are thbught to encnde,infor-

matjon linguistic filter. That is, they are unableto

disregard. mules of the language in processing external stimuli. Hence,

they tend to perceive separate inputs as forming English words, and-

they*have"difficulty with. tasks such as the "r" "1" reverstl, in

which the integrity of familiar lingui4ic material is destroyed. The

individuals who report the two inputs separately are characterized as
4.

"stimulus bound," or "language optional',," They are able to encode

external stumuli quite accurately, and they gre not affected by lin-

guistic constraints except in situations in which using those con-

straints will actually improve their performance.

4

-J

The "language- bound " / "language- optional" distinction has received

considerable attention because the individual differbnces seem striking,

and thy may be arising from very basic differences in strategies for

perceiving external infqrmation, But, how well has this dichotomy held

g
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up under systematic replication and various procedural modifications?

Keele and Lyon (19'5) undertook a study designed both to replicate Day's

individual differences and to determine to what extent various tasks

involving fusion were interrelated. The three tasks selected here.

(1) accuracy of judging which of two inputs to the individual ears,

separated b) 80 milliseconds, 'occurred first (temporal order judgments),

(2) accuracy with which inpUts to one ear could be reported uhile

puts to the other ear were*to be ignored, and (3) accuracy of discrimi-

.

noting whether the inputs to the two ears here the smMt4ord, or two

cord- component inputs, where the component inputs formed a word when

fused. Presumably,:the tendency to fuse inputs to the two ears should

hurt performance on all three tasks.'

Somewhat surprisingly, Keele and Lyon found that accuracies on

the three tasks were only weakly related, with a-maximum correlation

of ;38 between accuracy on temporal order judgments and accuracy on

judgin inputs from one ear only. In addition, they found that the

three, tasks gave very different estimates of the frequency of subjects

fusing, with very little fusion (high accuracy) in the word-cOmpdfients

discrimination task. Finally, distributions of timber of individuals

against error scores for each of the three tasks showed no evidence of

the bimodality repotted by Day (1970).

In an even more conclusive set of experiments, Poltrock and Hunt

(1971) attesnpted.a systematic replication of Day's findings using a'

large sample of subjects (in Experiment 1, N=60; in Experiment 2, N=100).

'84 a
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Their results were.clear: Neither dichotic fusion rates nor temporal

order judgments showed evidence of'bimodalit....
However, these two

'Teasures'were ,..ignificantlt correlated, suggesting that individls

may differ in their tendency to use linguistic rules in judging as-

pects of perceptual input. Ihese findings lead us to conclude that

the "language-bound"/"language-optional"
distinction Originally pro-

posed 'ay Day does not represent a oualleative difference between

Individuals inlmodes of processing perceptual information. Most)

likely, individuals do differ in the extent to which they\rely on

WY.
linguistic rules in interpret ing sensory input; hos.ever, this individ-

ual difference variable appears to be continuous and quantitative

irather' than discrete and qualitative in nature.

In sumary, the general argunent fora relationship between

strategies and intelligence seems promising, though there are as yet few

sources of relevant or conclusive Ciata, future, additional demonstra-

tions of qualitative individual differences in modes o f perceptual and

cognitive processing will be welcome, and it will be important to show

whether,and/or how these strategy differences distinguish more from

less able people. egard as particularly significant the question

of: (a) the tent to which relative differences in ability determine
so

both strategy choice and effectiveness in the use.of a particular strategy,

and (0) the extent"to which strategies can fie modified through instruc-

tion or by changing information:processing demands. This,latter question

has obvious implications for training individuals to perform more.

effectively. And, studying this question will require research techniques
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rather different from those used to study basic information- processing'

contributions to ability differences.

l

Attention

-Yet another possible source of individdal 1fferences in ability

might involve general attentional factors. The ineitively appealing

notion that brighter people pay attention more effectivelyhai been

alive in psychology for a considerable period of time. Indeed,

William JameS (1890) speculated at length about the relationship

between attention and intelligence, taking the position that "what

is called sustained attention is the easier, the richer in acquisitions

and the fresher and more original the mind", (p. 423).
7

SurprisinFry :
.

o .
. _._.

however, very little empirical work has been done on individual dif-

ferences in attention and their possible relationship to ability-

._

When we consider this relationship, two possibilities.st4gest the
r

:.
- ,...

selves. One is.that more able people can more effectively.direct° I

--.4...

sustain attention, where required. Such people could be said to havgi ,

greater "attentional flexibility." The other possibikityqs. that more.
..... .

. ,

.' ,7...'
able people simply have more attentional resourcei, qepactv

.

for- pro-

,-

11

cessing information, or spgnitive energy (see Kahnemah,lri)._ We

briefly consider some empirical work directed toward each of these

possibilities below. . e.

.
, .. 4:. . '.. ; k. :'.

. *

Kahnemaii and his colleague&Xopher fi.1(ahr&Tan,t19t1; Kall*an,...a.'

. .-
Ben Ishai 6 LOtan; 19'3thaVAreported,qhprwocative studies on .

r-..

r.
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individual differences in attentional flexibility and their relation-
.-( -ship to various measures of abilit\ . Their strategy was first to

devise a test of subjects' ability to sustain or direct attention in
-esponse to a cue, and then to relate performance on the test to
measures of Lonpiex psychoiootor skills in the natural emirotent
piloturg airplrss and driving buses. The test, Mitch involved

dichotic,l,istning, consisted of two parts. In the first*, messages

were presented to both ears, and-subjects had to report target items
only -when -they occurred on the cited ear. °Irriediatelv following and

continuous with part.6ro, subjects fere cued as to which ear/a s,

relevant for part two. Effectively, the cue instructed the subject
whether to maintainaftention on the same eaD, or switch to the other
ear. The again was tereport itarget items which occurred on the
cued ear on A Correlations were computed between each of three test

I

scores -- omissions in part one (failure to report a target on the
attended eart, intrusions in part one (reporting a target on the ir-. ie ,
relevant ear), and'totalertors in part twoand the flying ability

0I
of pilots in the Israeli Air Force (Gopher f Kahneman, 1971) as well

) as accident ratings. of Israeli bus drivers (Kahneman, Ben-Ishai &

,Lotan,' 1F's'3). ..tTotal:erfors on-part ' two correlated most highly

Opp imately .36) with each of these criterion variables: The

authors s 5t that this relationship 'reflects individual differ-
ences nan ability cbnon tkoth the requirements of the attention

. -

-tilsk in part
'
mil and those of normal driving or airplane piloting. .O OP

This Is the ability-rapidly-to:shift or maintain already directed. .

Attention 'in response to an external signal.

87
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There are some problems with this interpretation of the data,

however. he mention two. First, measures of both intelligenceand

errors on part one were significantly (though more modestly) asso-

ciated with the criterion variables and with errors on part two.

And, there was no attempt to establish (xiapartial correlation or

other statistical techniques) `( independent contribution of part

two errors to the behavioral criteria. Thus, the relationship be-

tween part two errors and the criterion variables could reflect some

(perhaps motivational) factor much more general than attentional

flexibility. Second, the argument that part rwo erropgProvide a

measure-bf attentional flexibility is based only on a logical analysis

of the task, with no additional converging evidence. The idea of.

meaningful adividual differences in attentional flexibility gains

credence, however,from the results of a recent study.by Keele, Neill

and, de Lemos (1978). These invesriators devised three tests of at7

tentional Flexibility (in. addition to using a version of the Kahneman

p'art two test). The pattern of intercorrelatiOns among performance

on the various, tests was somewhat complex, butt there were suggestions

of significfrt relationships among most of them. Thus, while further

work is needed, it may bt that there is a general-trait of attentional

flexibility on which individuals varying in ability differ.

Finally, we turn to the idea that individuals.differ in the ex-

tent of their attentional capacity or resOurceS. Bpth Baron and

Treiman (1980) and Hunt (1980) have suggested that resource daffet-

Ft
ences.may be strongly related.to intelligence.. Indeed Hunt 11980)

88)
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has proposed that differences in attentional resources may make at

least as large 'a contribution to differences in ability as does the

efficiency of hasic,information-processing skills. He also suggests

that a general factor ofattentional capacit> could account for the

reasonabh high correlat ons among carious measures of intellectually

ability. The concept cttentional resources is similar to

Spearman's (192') nolon of "mental energy." .According to Norman'

andB6brod (19'S), "resources are such things as processing effort,

the various' forms'of memory .rapacity, and communication channels.

Resources are always limited" (p. 45). The basic idea is that more

able people have more resou ces,'and thus will perform more compet-

ently when multiple demands placed,on those resources.

v° What empirical evidence is there for individual differences in

attentional resources? In investigating'tIlis question, the "dual

task" method is most frequentl used. (See, for example, Posner,

c\
1918, and Normon.& &brow, 1975, for detailts.) In this method, mul-

tiple demands_are placed on thejnformation-processing system, and

the extent and nature of perfonliance breakdowns are observed. The

multiple demands are in the form of No tasks that Must be performed

simultaneously:or nearly so: The relationship between performance

on the two tasks as one of them is made more difficult is frequently

the dependent variable o'f interest. The aRplication of the methbd

to the question of individual differences in attentional resources

is illustrated bi two studies reported in Hunt (1980).

I
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the first, subjects did -a hard or easy memory task while

simultaneously performing a simple probe reaction-tune task. There

88

( /)
wias a significant correlation across individual subjects of -.40

between probe reaction tune chile performing the easy IBRety task and

proportion correct on the hard memory task. The logic for interpret-
,"

ing this correlation as due to individual differences in attentionaT

resources is as follows: The memory task and the probe reaction-time

task compete fer'fixed,resources. The more limited a subject's re-

sources, the longer the probe reaction time will be even under the

.relatively undemanding conditions of the easy memory task. When the

memory task be es hard, more limited subjects (identified by the

long reaction times in the easy memory condition) will have few re-

sources left to do this difficult task, and their error rate will be

high. Hence the correlation. In a second study more directly re-

lated to ability differences, subjects simultaneously .solved increas-

ingly difficult problems on the Raven Progressive Matrices Test and r

performed a simple psychomotor task. 'By the same logic applied Above,

there should be a correlation between performance on the psychomotor

test while doing relatively easy Raven items and the point at which

the. subject makes his first error as the items become more difficult.

.The correlation was -.30..

Both'of the results from the Hunt 0980) paper are consistent

with the positian that people differ in general processing capacity,

andthat this difference is related to ability.' But there are other

interpretations of the data as well. It is possible that there are

9p
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multiple, separate, minimally-correrated pools of resources for per

forming different types of task. Demonstrating general capacity

differences across individuals %oulOseem to require showing Z.ithin-

Aject consistencies (and across-subjectl;differences) in. the point

of breakdown in perftmance, if any two tasks are used that compete

forMention. tRecently, Sverko (19--) has attempted such a demon-

stratiOn. He tested subjects on four quite dissimilar information-

processing tasks, administered both singly and in all possible pair-

wise combinations. The four tasks involved rotary pursuit, digit

classification, mental arithmetic, and an auditory discrimination.

In order to assess whether the data provided evidence for the

notion of a general'caphcitv (in Sverk6'siterms, a "unitary time-

sharing ability"), two analyses were dons. First, the performance

of subjects in each eXperimental condition (individual tasks and task

pairings) was correlated with performance in all othet conditions.

This intercorrelatioh matrix was then subjected to a factor analysis.

Sverko reasoned that if there was a general time-sharing or resource-

related ability, then five factors shout.] emerge in the analysis.

Four of these-factors should correspond to the four specific AV,

and. the fifth should represent the more general ability. Inkead,

only four task-specific-factors were fotind. In a second analysis,

Sverko computed a total performance decrement score for each task

pairing by adding the proportionate performance change for the tasks
.1;

when paired, relative to when. they were undertaken individually.

Correlations were computed bet%e&n the docrement,scores for the three

91
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task pairings that did dotiontain overlapping tasks (i.e., tasks 1

and 2 versus tasks 3 and 4, tasks-1 and 3 versus tasks 2 and 4,

tasks 1 and 4, versus tasks 2 and 3). If the various tasks were

drawing on a common, limited resource pool, then the correlations

should have been'substantial. In fact, all correlations were extreme-

:b
ly low, ranging from .060 to .068. Iliese results provide rather com-

pelling evidence against the notion of atruiy general,' unitary,

trapssituational time-shfing alvlity or resource pool.

How, then, are we to account for the findings reported in Hunt

(1980)Wand th6Se of others who have argued for general attentional

resources from experiments using the dual-task method? One possibil-,

itr is that the notion of individual differences in attentional ret

sources, processfing capacity, or an ability like "time-sharing" still

makes pense, but mt if we view the idea of capacity in a less gen-
,

eral way. That is, there could exist multiple, separate pools of

resources each limited in capacity and only minimally intercorrelated.

(See Hawkins, Church & de Lemos, 1978, fora clear statement of this

view as it relates to individual-differences research.) Capacity

limitations, and hence performance decrements in the dual-task .

uatiod, will only he observed when two tasks compete the same

pool of resource's. This is'a difficult position to evaluate experi-

mentally, for we have little in the way of a priori notions as to
ift

which tasks should tap common, as opposed to separate, sources 'of

capacity. At a minimum, this view is cqnsistent with research on *-

.
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"structural interference" (e.g., Brooks, 1968) which suggests that

limited resqvces may be specific. to spatial and verbal processing.

Another possibility is that the atte tional contribution to

ability is a skill, dependent
on practice, gather than a luilited-

.

capacity resource. Xccording to this vim, individuals could differ

in their lev('ls of perfoniaoce on concurrent tasks primarily because

of the extent of their relative practice at doing two things at once.

Some provocative findings of Dams and hickens (1977) suggest that

at least some portion of differences in time-sharing performance--

presunabieTeflecting capacity limitations--are indeed dependent on

---practice at combining any two activities. In this study, thrroups

of subjects were tested in a situation that involved combining two

independent psychomotor tasks. Prior to the testing, one group hasd

been trained on per?brminga
short-term memory task and a digit

classification task simultaneously, a second group had been trained

on performing the tasks sequentially, and a third group had received

no training at all. Somewhat surprisingly, the'group that had had

previous training on the concurrent information-processing tasks

showed superior performance on the concurrent psychomotor tasks.

This result suggests that
ppactice at combining any two tasks will

transfer to other multiple-taskIsituations.
Note that this does not

necessarily imply that there are no skill- or practice-independe6i

:individual differences in resod4s or processing capacity. Rather;

. these findings suggest that an individual's level of practice at a
Qr
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given point in time may contribute to just how'effectiyely lunited-

resources may be utilized ..

In conclusion, we find the idea of individual differences in

attentional factors as possible determinants of ability differences

to be an intriguing possibility. As we have noted, however, the

relevant data base examining this relationship is meager indeed.

Furthermore, interpretation of the sources of individual differences--

partiCularly in the dual-task experiments -is problematic at best.

But this should not be surprising. Quite apart from any concern fo,r

understanding attentional contributions to individual differences in

intelligence, the question of the nature of capacity or l'esources is

currently quite a controversial one in cognitive psychology

generally. Some theorists argue that a general, limited-capacity

resource pool underlies attentional phenomena (see, for example,

Norman & Bobrow, 1975), while'othertis argue for multiple, independent

sources of capacity (see, for example, Navon & Gopher, 1979). Still

;-
others (see Neisser, 1976; Spelke, Hirst & Neisser, 1976) have argued

-., that the entire notion of capacity limitations is misguided, and they

have emphasized instead the role of practice in developing skills'at

performing combinations of tasks. Perhaps the study of the relation-

ship between ability and attentional factors -as prOmising as it

might appear to be--should await further theoretical resolution within

cognitive psychology concerning the nature of attention and process-

ing resourcesAlik'

Ape
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Concluding Remarks'

Having reviewed S considerable body of literature on relation-

ships between attentional and perceptual processes and intelligence
,

or 4)ility, what can we con1.-lude? Our tentative answer is "surpris-

ungly little,' but there are some firmly established f dings and

some promising. research directions. Our quest to relate these three

concepts in cognitive and in differentia' l psychology began with'a

' consideration of the extent to which guantitatile differences among

individuals in bisic inforMation-processing skills correlated with

differences in ability. Some of the research in this area is, elegant

indeed (see, for example, the studies of Jackson, Note 2, andJackson

CMcClelland, 1979). And, we distinguished among approaches fhat we

viewed as more or less-adequate. in particular, we found congenial,

those studies that, in addition to showing evidence for a relationship

-between information-processrn&parameters and ability, alsp provided

construct'validity for the information-processing components that

were be,ing correlated with the ability measures.

Nonetheless, the findings from this recent.and substantial re-

. search effort have often been disappointing and sometIMes conflicting.

In the areas of verbal and ,reading ability, it seems clear that-ef-

1 f iency of memory access (for any conceptual category) differenti-
.

a es more from less able people. In the area of spatial ability,

encoding sp?ed is related to proficiency, but speed or mental manip-

ulation may or may dot predict performance on psychometric measures.

95
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In addition, the few differences in information processing skills

that distinguish higher from lower ability subjects tend only to

account for a 'small portion of the variance (tvpically about JO%) of

performance on intelligence tests(though -they discriminate more ef-

fectivelt between extreme groups onNanv intelligence dimension).

Finally, interpretation of correlations between information processing

skills and ability is plagued with the problem Of developing adequate

theoretical accounts of the cognitive tasks that are be.ing related

to the intell gence measures.

lie vi as promising the idea that attentional and strategic

factors y cppl ibute substantially,to ability differences, partic-

ularly in view of the low correlations between basic information-
.

processing parameters and Individuardifferenc6s. With respect to

indiyidUl differences in strategies --or procedures for selecting,

combining, and executing information-processing cperafions-;there

are several important questions that beg for more empirical research.

They include. At what levels can qualitative differences in process-

ing modes or strategies,be isolated? (Some of the work that we have

reviewed suggests that strategy

low-level information-processing

feyences can be found in rather

atons, as velie as in higher-

devel problem, solving situations-. To what extent do strategy clif-

A
ferences relate to ability or dente From relative ability differ-

"ences? To that extent are strategies trainable or manipulable.by

varying task demands' Again, with respect, to the relationship be-

tween strategies and intelligence, to what extent is initial strategy

96
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selection -as opiosed"to the efficienCy in using a s'trategy:once

selected--correlated with ability?

Stddymg individual differences in strategies and their

relationship to intelligence
is difficult, and we mentioned earlier

that it may require research Approaches
somewhat different from those

standardly used in cognitive psychology. This is hbcause we rarely

know in advance what
strhtegaes will be more,or less effective in whato

situations. Rather, we infer strategic
differences from quantitative

'or qualitative differences between individual subjects in patterns of
data. fn two of the

cases discussed earlier, evidence'for
strategies

emerged initially from-post hoc individual-
differences analyses Of

performance on.simple-cognitive tasks. In the MacLeod et al. (1,97&)

study, strategy differences
were inferred -from the,wide range of

individual subjects' correlations between reaction-tame performance an
. -.the sentence-picture

verification task and predictions of a particular

model of the cogOti'Ve
operations required by the task. In the Cooper

(1976, 1980a) studies,
differerices in processing modes were inferred

. "1/4from qualit ative'differences
in i,ndividual%cbjects' patterns of

\Ireaction-time and error ptrformance in a visual comparison task..P0

,...-) Iblvt, Isolating
stratqgy differences via such "trial and error",

.

0or ..post hoc individual
differences analyses is hardly likely to be an 0

effeclN\ e research strategy. We need, in addition,
to p'rovide an

analysis of the pature of
the alternative strategies and to determine

in advance whic subjects are likely to use which strategies. in which

situations. I the Caseofboth the M1cLeod et al. and the Cooper

studies, such a second step was taken. Mathews et al. (report in

97
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Hunt, 1980, and following up on the MacLeod et al. experiment) were

able to predict--on the.basis of verbal andspa,,til ability scores;-,

wh1ch subpcts would use which strategies, and they were further able

to manipulate strategy use through instruction: Cooper (1980a, 1980b)

was able to gain independent evidence-for qualitative strategy differ-

ences,by, first, priEviding an analysis of the nature of the hypothesized

strategies, and, next, by constructing information- processing tasks

whose demands naturally drew on one strategy tyN or another. To the

extent that t e new tasks forced certain subjects to change their pat-

terns of perforeance sand, by inference, 'their visual comparison opera-
.

tions), evidence for differential strategy use was obtdiped. In the

case of studies like Cooper's,'It remains to relate strategy selection

oto intelligence, ability, or some criterion..measure.

There are other ways 1.d'tithich strategies could ba studied, and they

depart somewha t from the standard information-processing tradition. (Obe

method might Involve isblating.voups of stib/Lts that differ extensively.

on some criterion measure of interest (e.g., people who learn.to get

around in new environments easily versus people who habitually and con-

finually get lost). We-could then quer these individuals concerning

their strategies for learning spatial layouts. From the verbal reports,

we could attempt to analyze the strategies in terms ,of more basic infor-

mation-processing skills. We could then perform laboratory expetiments

in which subject's were iwtructed to use alternative 'strategies, and,

performance differences could be assessed. This appitach is similar,to

that Of Thorndyke and Stasz-(1980),based on protocol analysis of a mtp
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ek)

'Yarning task. The method has distinct potential, hot,it suffers from '

%two rather obvious problems. The first,is.that some strategies that we

might, wish to study particularly, those involving basic perceptual and

cognitive processing--might not be "available to conscious '4.ntrospection

and hence verbal report. Mb second'is the possible difficulty of trans-
/

larrig verbal reports of strategies into experiments. manipulations:

kin another method for studying 'strategies is essentially the one ad-,

vocated bV'Baron (1978).' This'involves generating logical hypotheses '
4

.
concerning the' nature of strategies that.might'lad to efficient, intqlli-

s-
,

.. , . ,
...

gent behavior. We Gould thqn design tasks 011! tag,these strategies, or, ... '' . r ,train subjectf.in-the use of.tlrese Ar9Agiesand obuere reltive changes
.

, '4.'4 . .... '1'. ellr r ,
in perfgrmance. The succO'sk ilf .thit apptoaeb

J
!lepend:s : of .course, on 'hay- 1' tlb / , 0 r 4..' r` , . ....

'ing tle pkopr !intuitions concerns the.ndiure of the strategies that.
..., .

0,.'
. 0,. ' e . -Acenifibuteu illtelilgence., ..,

--a '..- "*. , c' -45 , - ` -. .

e" 4 -. & r
1

A tr- ' . ,!\ .
,

..

Tibally,s we wish,qo connent, on the idea that ttttntional flexibility
., .

4
. , I ,..J. '

and/or amount of processing resources take important contributionsto

individual differences in abilty. :This is an intrigung,possiblity, and
.

there alfeady exists some relevant and suggestive. research. Wd preclPt
.

that the relationship between tentiotal fvtorg"Tid intelligence will

be a very, active iltsearch.area fOr the next several yearsparticularly:

.
in light of the mixeti success in.establishing correlations

between basic

Asinformation-processing s14111s. and 'ability. As promisingas this direction

might seem, we nOnethelegs have some misgivings.

The approach to studying this qdestion'hppears to involve translat-
,A

ing a task currently fashi ble within cognitive psycholoky--in the case,
...
. .

.



of attentionaf resources; the dual-task method -into an individual-d f

ferdnces "franiework, Thisapproach is reminiscentof the effort, rbvi

above, to establish correlations between basic information-processing

tasks and psychometric measures of ability. As We have seen, interpre-

tations of thesulationships have sometimes suffered frOm an inadequate

theoretical analysis of the cognitive operations underlying the informa-.

tion-processing tasks. In the case of tasks measuring demands on_atten- 72

tional resources, controversies over interpretation are even more 'apparent_
.

. h
. .

at this point in tigf (see, for qample, Kantewit: 8 Knight, 1976;,Navon,
411i

. A
. E Gopher2,1579).

.

.. .
^'. .

,

That we fear is that research On atteneiopail fitributions.to,intel-

ligence could'experience a fate siMilar tostthat of some bf.the,reseaKch

on basic information-processing determinantsof,ability: Namely, estab-
,-

lishing that individual differenceg'eist, but not knowing what those '

individual differences really mean. The'gtneral point that we make, in

-concluding,' is that_progress in research onIndividualdiffureaces iri

ability must parallel.the'adequacy of theory and of understanding of ex
,

perimental paradigms in cognitive psychology. Any effective unity between'

cognitive and differential appr_aaches_must_begrounded In Cleat Lade

standing of the nature of general mental operations, and the experimental

tasks and situations suitable for isolating and investigating them. One

thrust of this papep has been that we do not. expect such unity to emerge
.

from investigations of how people of varying ability perform on tasks Ihat

,

.

are themselves inadequptelytniderstood. What this. implies is that meaning-
..

ful work on the - contributions off attention and perception to int lligence

. 100
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must await a clearer conceptualization within cognitive.psychology itself`"

of the nature 8f those mechanisms.

9
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1
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BNS 76-22079 to the first author. We wish to,thank Robert Vallone for

his. unstinting help in all phases of the preparation of this chapter.

2
Lohman (1979a) presents an impressive array of evidence for the

existence -of three major spatial factors--Space Relations, Visualization,

and Orientation -as well as a host of minor factors.

3This finding.may puzzle cognitive psychologists who nsistently

find relationships between speed and accuracy in information- recessing

tasks. Indeed, even in Eganls (1976, 1978, 1979) data, reaction time

and error rateare positively correlated Across experimental condi ons.
...

That is, for the group datafrom, for example, the mental, rotation talk,

. \
both reaction crime and error rate increase monotonically with angular

differen e in the orientations of the two visual objects being coipared.
\

It is only in the individual differences, analysis of overall accuracy

on tests of spatial ability and latency on the information-processing

versions of these tasks that virtually'no correlation is found.

4 There is one exception to this generalization in the studies -re-

I
viewed in this section. Kail et al. (1979) found slope differences

between 'Old male and fem subjects, but they found no reliable inter-

cept differences between thesexes.

5Beyond the scope of our discussion is the considerable body of

research on memory ajd retrieval strategies, some of which is reviewed

by Baron (1978): I will also not consider some recent and intriguing

work on develo tal changes in strategies for attentional and perceptual

processing (see, for example, Kemler 8 Smith, 1978; Smith 8 Kemler, 1977,

1978).
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.6
Recently, Agari (Note 7) has attempted to replicate Cooper's (1976)

individdal differences in visual processing using a larger sample of\\

subjets and a slightly shortened version of Cooper's task. While Agari

found that the processing parameters used to identify the different sub-
,

ject types were highly correlated, evidence for the sharp dichotomy

reported by Cooper was not obtained. The reasons for this discrepancy

remain obscure.

,

7
This quote does not really do justiCe to James' position on the

la
relationship between attention and intelligence. To James, highly

intelligent people were able to attend more effectively because of their

superior mental abilities. Quoting trim, "Geniuses are commonly believed

.to excel other men in their power of sustained attention- -But it is

their genius making them attentive, not their attention making geniuses

of them" (James, 1980, p. 423). Contrast this with the view that we'are

-.. consideringviz., that individual differences in attentional factors may

constitute determinants of ability differences:
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